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'.i111ree musicians 1 highly 1u•oficient in the absolute
identification of piano tones, were required to

r<:3-

produce on an oscillator, three tn:rget tones by the
method of adjustment.

The subjects, in varying degrees, demonstrated

high levels of consistency and accuracy of response
:relative to International '.3tandard Pitch,,.

Using the same subjects, the reference tone
hypothesis was then put to test in the context of a

pj_tch recognition task \vhere accuracy and latency of

response were the d.ependent variables.

Lack of supJ)ort

for the expr,rimental .hypotheses might havo been due to

rtain artifacts of the method used.
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CHAPTER 1 - LITERATURE SURVEY
Introduction
A small proportion of competent musicians when
hearing a musical tone, are able to immediately identify
and label it, or when instructed to do so, can reproduce
a tone vocally with remarkable accuracy.

Persons posses-

sing this ability are said to :possess i::,,bsolute 11i:'1ibh (AP).
In psychophysical terms, the basic oharaoteristics of
this ability are:(1)

Near perfect recognition of tonal
stimuli in the absence of an objective comparison stimulus.

(2)

Near perfect reproduction of a note,
given its label, in the absence of
an;y objective reference source.

It has been observed (Revesz 1953) that persons capable
of recognition are u.suaJ.ly capable of re-production as
well, although a person may be capable of recognition
but not reproduction.

It is estimated that less than

one person in 10,000 possesses AP (Bachem 1955).
Some problems associated with the investigation of
AP result from the u.se of subjeo;t.iv-e reports rather tl:;lan
the employment of objective defi.nttions based upon commonly accepted and standarized performance criteria
(Brady 1970).

Muoh of the information is of an
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anecdotal and introspective nature.

Attempts to make

concise theoretical statements ~bout the psychophysical
determinants of the ability have been ro.re (Seashore

1938, Cuddy 1968, Brady 1970) while empirical evidence
for such theory is even more so•:rce.

The controversy

concerning the relative importance of experj_enoe versus
innate ability (Revesz 1953, Jeffress 1962) is of soii,l.e
significance for subequent research which holds that the
ability is amenHble to training (Cuddy 1968).
Possible Forms of Pi tah Reoogni-t;ion

There has been a tendency among mu::1icinns and some
psychologists to classify peroons as those possessing AP
and those not possessing this abili·ty.

More appropriately

AP should be envisu,gec1 in terms of a multi variate continuum of accuracy, immediacy, range of timbre and extensity
of tonal dome.in recognized.

The abbreviation "AP" will

therefore refer to absolute pitch ability rather than to
an all-or-none concept.
Both Revesz (1953) and Bachem (1955) have attempted
to differentiate AP into a system of well defined types.
Similar to that of Hevesz in many respects, Baohem's
system is preferable in that it is more concise and free

of the vague terminology of the former.
"The term. 'absolute pitch' ••• refers to
the faculty of recognizing and defining

(e.g. by naming or by singing) the pitch
of a tone without use of a reference tone.
This recognition or reproduction of a. tone
may be as spontaneous, immediate and certain
as the identification of a color (e.g. green,
without any comparison with a standard
spectrum" (:Sachem 1955, p. 1180).
Bachem presents a three-fold classification system:(1)

Pseudo-Absolute Pitch
This appears to correspond to Revesz•s "region-

al pitch".

Judgements are made on the basis of tone

height (crude frequency) and the average error-rate
ranges from five to nine half tones.

Baohem makes this

distinction.because he claims that:"•·· hundreds of cases of this type of
pitch discrimination have entered the
psyobological literature under the name
of absolute pitch ••• » (p. 1181).

(2)

Quasi-Absolute Pit.2.h,
A classification similar to Revesz•s "ear for

standard pitch", quasi-absolute pitch is manifested in
singers who, by proper innervation of their vocal
mechanism, can sing a. note without a reference tone.
Notes are identified through a time-consuming process
of singing and humming.

Many singers know what their

lowest note is and can name other netes upon the basts
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of their relative pitch sense.
(3)

Genuine Absolute Pitch
This designation stresses immediH-cy and

accuracy of recognition.

Genuine absolute pitch can

be limited with respect to timbre or region, but where
identification extends across a broad range of timbres
and pitches, it is termed "universal".

The error distri-

bution curve of such subjects is unique because of an
inclination to octave errors.
Chroma
Chroma, a concept of some significance in the
literatnre on AP is dofi.ned by Bachem (1955);
"The expression 'Cl-chroma' refers to the

co~non aspects of all the Os (C-ness), and

the general term •tone chroma) refers to
i;ht3

qual:l ty common to all musical tones

with identical denomination 11 (p. 1 i 82).

Regardless of ·the number of musical stimuli ·~hen, there
are but -twelve clifferent chrome,s perceived by the mu::lioian (at least on the piano).
A study b;y· Allen ( i 967) compo.ring the similarity

judgements of musical and r10n-mus:Lcal subjects in a task

where twenty-three different stimuli were compared with
a s·tandard stimul\).S at 1,000 Hz, demonstrated a prevailing
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"octave effect 11 with musical subjects which was absent
with the non-musical subjects, suggesting that the
perception of chroma arises as a function of musical
experience.
Korpell (1965) considered the role of two possible
mechanisms that could operate in the perception of
ehroma:
"It may be that the information essential
to the perception of chroma resides in the
sound delivered to the ear or this information may arise within the ear itself"
( p. 298).

Using as subjects, 23 volunteers demonstrating pitch
naming ability, he conducted an experiment designed to
test the first possibility (i.e. that the perception
of chroma arises a.s a. function of the harmonic content
of the distal stimulus).

By varying the playback speed

of a tape-recorder, recorded stimulus notes drawn from
a variety of instruments and from men's and women's
voices were raised or lowered by one or two semitones
with out e.l te:d.ng their unique pattern of overtones.
He hypothesised:"If a unique pattern of overtones for each
note is responsible for the perception of
chrome., the Os would be expected to identify

6.,

these altered notes with the originally
recorded letter ruJmes: if chroma arises
within the mechanism of the ear~ the Os
should name the transposed notes at their

new frequencies" (p. 298).
The altered notes were identified at their new frequencies beyond the 0.1% confidence level.

When one df two

notes, originally different in pitoh, was altered by
varying pl.D,ybHok speed to correfclJJOnd to -~he fr~1quenoy
of -the other, they E)aoh el:i.ci-!ied sensations of id8ntical

chroma, although producing vastly different speotrogra1Jh ••

J-t was thus oonolu.ded that the non-.:J.ine1::i,r

response of the ear was responsible for the perception
of chroma.
" ,
) a subscriber to the "innate
Although (with Revesz

gift" school of .AP (Cuddy 1968)t

Bachem allows for the

influence of experience:11.According to all the evidence genuine
[,.bsolute pitch ls a complicated phenomenon.

It involves (1) octave integration, resulting in chroma. apperception (2) accurate

memory and recognition of chroma and (3)
associations between chroma, tactile,
vimu:.tl and semarrhic elements" (Baehem 1955,
p, 1184).

Care must be exercised in the interpretation of
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results from studies where the broad term 'a.bsolute
pitch' has been used to describe a variety of levels of

pitch reeognition and reproduction ability.

The ability

to recognize and reproduce pitch should be envisaged in
terma of n beha.vioural continuum of degree, unless
subsequent empirical investigation reveals thai; people
can be grot.1.ped into mutually exclusive ca·hegories

(Revesz 1953) according to the type of pitch judgement
they are ce.pable of.

Definitive criteria. for detailing

the degree or type of pitch judgement ability a person
might have sh6uld be objective rather than subjective.
Reoogni tion latency (af·ter the effects of practice had
become e.ssym1rtotic), percentage error and distribution
of errors ( a.ooording to direction and magni tu.de) for eaoh

area of the entirt, musical pitch range, for instruments
and otber sounds of varying timbre, provide examples of

such objective measures.

From research lising objective

ori teria and a la.t·ge body of subjects possessing vn.:i:-yiug
levels of pitch recognition and reproduction fl.bil:l ty, H;

should. be possible ·t;o formulate and standardize ob.jective out-off points defining genuine absolute pitch and
o·ther levels of r,i tch identification ability.

Musical Scales and Standar@:!!. of Pltqh
There are three main systems for the construction
of musical scales.
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( 1)

Just Intonation:

Briefly, just intonation is the

name given the teohniq ue of oonstrt1cti:r:i.g scale::-; according to the simple numerical -ratios (originally expressed
in terms of string lengths, now according to vibrutions)
associated with ~onsonant intervnls within the sp~a of
an octave.

Although possessing certain advantages for

instruments with variable pitch such as the violin and
voice, just intonation is impracticable for instruments
of fixed pitch as the frequency of n specific note var:i.es
according to musical context.
(2)

ath~orean Intonatio£:

This system is based upon

the projection of one musios,l interval, second onlJr to
the octave with respect to degree of consonan~e - the
perfect fifth.

Although still used for the tuning of

stringed instruments, Pythagorean intonl:ltion is impracticable for the tuning of pianos, o~rtain intervals
being out of tune.
( 3)

Equal Tempe:i;.§~~t:

As ·to:n.en elicited by lihe press-

ing of keys on keyboard instruments are of fixed

frequency regardless of the musical key of the piece
bej_ng played, the principle of eq_ual temperEtment has
been adhered to in the tuning of these instruments.
"In eque,1 temperament (El'), t.he oc·tave
(most scales agree that a physical octave

should be a frequency ratio of 2:1) is
divided into twelve eqtw,l logari·thmic steps;
sents

g.
a frequency range about 5.9 per cent greater Lrw,n the next lowertt (Vi8,I'd 1970, p. 415).

"In this system no single interval other
than the octave is strictly true; even
the fifth is slightly faulty (about½
comma).

The great merit of this tuning;

is that all intc"rvals are true to a corresponding degree, regardless of the initial note of the int<:'lrval" (Revesz 195 3,
pp. 29-30).

In order to establish the scale of equal temperament
definitely and absolutely, it was necessary to fix one
no·te according to its vibration number.

Historically,

there have been a wide renge of pitch standards, but the
most successful attempt at standr,,rdization was mn..de at
an in·ternation.al conference which met :1.n London in 1939
and agreed upon A=440 cycles per second (440 Hertz commonly called ttinternational 11 11 ) as

::i

new universfll

standard for use in broadce.:::-:ting (Revesz 1953, ,Jea.ns

1943).
11

The e.ccuracy of absolute pitch judgement

is further influenced by the attitude to
standard pitch.

If a perBon 1s ear is f.let

to a definite aural sts.nc1r,rd (i.e. to the

international standard pitch - 440 cycles)
he will find pitch deviations of 6--7%
ght.11 of a tone) very
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noticeabl~ and this affects the accuracy
of his judgements" (R~vesz 1953, p. 97).
In considering a high level of accuracy as a
criterion for genuine absolute pitch, Bachem (1955)
states:11In many cases the accuracy is much greater.
In professional violinists accuracies of

1/11, 1/14 and even 1/16 of a semitone
were observed, so that these musicians
were able to distinguish be·tween the older
European and the newer .American concert
pitch and that they could tune the violin
accurately in a desired pitch without the
use of a tuning fork" (p. 1181).
Obviously these musicians had experienced. both pitch
standards.

In the context of a pitch reproduction

experiment it would be interesting to note which pitch
standard took precedence or whether a conflict ensued
in the reproduction of various notes.
A vioiinist with AP will probably reproduce a scale

entirely different (possibly corresponding to the Pythagorean or just intonation systems) from that reproduced
by a keyboard exponent with AP.
Variability of pitch standard is still a problem.
"In spi·/je of

international pi 1;oh 1 -l;bore ir:;

st:Lll thG t;,3ndGncy, CHJpE1eially with m.any

11 •

orchestras and chamber music ensembles,
to raise the pitch of the standard tone
a' to about 445 cycles per second.

This

excessive rise of standard pitch is due
mainly to the strings, which consider
that it enhances the brilliance.

Singers

and a-oapella choirs remain true to the
lower pitch for obvious reasons" (Revesz

1952, pp .. ]1-32).
Also, owing to diffioul·ties concerning the a·bili ty of
many older pianos to hold a higher pitch after one
tuning, many piano tuners tune such instruments ·t;o a

pitch standard somewhat flatter than

11

internationa1 11 •

Thus a concert pianist with AP will probably have a
sharper standard of pitch than a pia:ni~t with AP who
plays a worn-out piano.
11

Absolute 11 pitch may thus be "rela-tivett to the

particular standard it is eva.lufated against.

In the

strictest sense a.bsolu·te pi·~ch judgerne:nts can only be
absolute where physical frequencies are reproduced or
identified.
~he Source of Absolute Pitch - Special Gift
versus Product of Experience
Views of AP range from seeing it as a special gift
or ability possessed by few, to a potential possessed by
all persons, but developed to a high degree by only a
few.

The former

ew emphasized heredity, while the
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latter acknowledges the influence of experience"
Absolute Pitch - a Special Gif~?
The ability to correctly identify end reproduce
pitches has long been viewed as an innate gift or·

ability.

In his review of the early literature on AP,

Neu (1947) comments:11:Even more so than other forms of abilities,
musical talent, especially AP has traditionally been explained as an inborn qua.lity
or faculty that relatively few people are
privileged to haven (p. 249).

Revesz ( 195 3), al·though allowing for environmental
modification, is strongly of this opinion.

Adamant

statements about the innate character of AP need to be
treated wi·th caution for as far as is known even the

most pronounced innate potentia.l is stagnant without an
environment, arising as
training and experience.

, ii,",

e

qomplex function of heredity,
However Cuddy (1968) suggests:

it is logically impossible to 'prove'

that ab:::i0.lute pitch is not innate and •••
one can always choose to define absolute
pitch so as to exclude all cases where
some kind of formal training can be deteotedtt (p. 1069).

The Role of Experience
Shuter (1968) cites studies which emphasize the role
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of ee.rly experience for those possessing AP.

She cites

Teplov who claims that AP is ohare.cteristically demonstrated very early in training, usually soon after the
child has learned the note names.

Shuter cites anec-

dotal evidence which describes the early development
of the ability.

One such case was that of a boy who

at three years and two months could recognize O in a
series of notes.

At the age of five years and six months

he wus easi. 1.y able to reproduce on the piano notes
played on stringed instruments.

Tested again at six

years he was able to name thirty-seven_notes from a
broad range of registers in thirty seconds.

He was

also able to recognize the pitch of a buzzing bee or a
squeaking balloon.
Shuter also cites Sergeant (1967) who provides
survey evidence which supports a "critical age"
hypothesis.

In one study he collected questionnaire

data from 35% (a representative group) of a total of
more than 1,500 members of an incorporated musicians'
society.

Criteria for AP designation are not specified.

He found that the commonest age those with AP reported
that they began musical training was six years and the
I

mean 6.1 years, while the corresponding figures for
those not possessipg AP were seven years and 7.9 years
respectively.

A graph is presented showing an

inverse relation between percentage of sub,ieots with

AP and the age they began formal training.

As a check

on the validity of his data he tested a representative
group of ninety-six subjects.

His pitch naming test

required the subject to give only the letter name (not
the octave position) of each of a series of fifty tonest
five notes being presented. from each of ten different
ins·lirumen·lis with two preE,entations of each note.

Results

rovealed that:•··
(1) Notes played on instruments familiar

to the subject always elicited the
highest score •
. (2)

With the exception of only one case,
scores were highest upon those
instruments which had. been learned
first.

(3)

This ohronologioal effect prevailed
in the numerous instances v1,1here the

eu'bsequent instrumerit learned was
the more important to the subject.
In some cases 100% accuracy was
obte.ined on the childhood instrument
v1hi le trials on the instrument later

adopted produced only errors.
Such a familie.ri ty x chronology interaction suggests ·the

verity of the "critioe.l age" hypothesis.
Investigations concerning the influence of
familiarity and attention are reviewed by Neu (1947)0
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One such study revealed that musically experienced subjects
were better able to judge pitch in the middle range (i.e.
those notes experienced most often).

Another study

showed that a violinist's acuracy of judgement was
better for tones in the upper range whereas a bass player
more readily judged pitches in the lower range.

Von

Kries (1892) found genere.l agreement among musicians
that piano tones were the easiest to identify, followed
in order

,bY

strings, wind instruments, the voice, whist'i-

ing, tuning forks and bells.

Kohler (1915) considered

·that unfamiliar timbre recognition was quite impossible,
while Gough ( 1923), testing musical ~md non-musical
·subjects whom she had trained, found relatively slight
differences in judgemental accuracy with different
timbres.
Musical associations, such as with the notes of a
prominent song· or with a triad; spatial associations
with the keyboard and non-musical association suoh as
pain with high notes or tones sounding muffled or woody,
are built up through past. experienc~ and en~ble the
subject with AP to make his judgements.
Attention is also ·held_to be an important
environmental determinant of AP.

Neu cites Bachem's

( 1939) study which reveals a ·high occurrence of AP among
the congenitally blind, suggesting that forced attention
to sound is conducive to the acquisition of AP • . Also,
the piano of two music prodigies was found to be so much
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out of tune that it was necessary to distinguish between
the key name and the note produced, suggesting once more
the role of extra attention for the development of AP.
Perhaps the most realistic approach to an explanation of the source of AP is presented by Jeffress (1962)
in a letter to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America.

Arguing against the nativist explanation, he

points out that:11The very circumstances which hav-e caused
people to believe the trait to be inherited

a.re those which would bring about its 'imprinting•.

The children of people having

absolute pitoh are sure to be examined early
for the existence of the trait and their
first stumbling steps rewarded.

In a

home where the parents cannot tell '0'
from a coal scuttle, no such hospitable
environment for growth of the trait will
exist and the child will learn do, re, me
in school with the other children.

He will

acquire relative pitch like the rest of us.
Only in the home of musical parents could
absolute pitch develop\ where the parents
have absolute pitch, it is almost sure to"
( p. 987).

Regardless of what proportional significances one
might attribute to the

11

special gift 0 versus "experience"
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interpretation, it would appear that early musical
experience plays an important part in later manifestation of the ability.
Acquisition of Absolute Pitch in.Later Life
"·•· absolute pitch usually develops in
early childhood.

Is it possible to acquire

this ability later in life?"
asks Shuter (1968, p. 162), who describes studies in
which attempts have been made to develop the ability.
One such study by Mull (1925) employed an attentivB
listening-training technique which resulted in a gain
from

7%

to 62% in subject's ability to name the twelve

tones of one octave oorreo·t-ly.

Lundin ( 1963) using

twenty-four tape-recorded semitones as stimuli, employed
a programmed learning technique which informed his
subjects of thEi size and direction of' error.

After 36

sessions, two of the five male subjects (four of whome
had had some musical training) had

11

gained 11 AP while all

had shown marked improvement in pitch identification
ability.

A more recent investigation into the efficacy of
training for AP is that of' Cuddy (1968).

The results

of her first experiment which involved six differently
ordered presentation (2 piano, 4 sine wave) of a series
of 12 tones ( select;ed from the 69-2, 093 Hz range of 60
semitones) to 28 "music volunteers (piano and other)
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and 60 •general' volunteers (from arts courses) suggest
that the judgement (consisting of a note name being
recorded according to where the subject though each
stimulus tone might belong on the keyboard) of sine
wave tones is more accurate for persons with musioal
training while the judgemerrt of piano tones is more

accurate for persons with piano ·training.
The resul·ts of her second e.:x;periment (involving

systematic training of 3 Music and. 3 General stud.en.ts
in the identification of A=440Hz) suggest tha.t su"bjeots
wj_th and without advanced training 1n music can improve

their identification of a single ·tone.
In her ·third experiment (involving 10 Musio
students) she compared ·the results of two training

techniques:

(1) A training; in whioh the probability

of occurrence of A=440 Hz in the stimulus series wa.s
systematically veried from .40, through .30 and ,20 to
.1 O.

When A we. s presented, the subject was given 5

seconds to identify the note, then a, light came on and
the A repeated for 1 second.

No feedback was given

concerning the iden·ti·ty of ·the other tones.

( 2) Series

training;·which involved the presentation of equiprobable s·tim.uli in a typical absolute judgement

paradigm wh~re the oorredt answer was fed back to the

subject after each trial.
a.ssigned a·t each group.

Five subjects were randomly
A pretest and posttest whioh
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involved in each case, the presentation of two (of a
total of four) test tapes, ench consisting of 10 tones
(in the F=349 Hz to D=587 Hz range) repeated 4 times in
random order without feedback, was administered to both
training groups.

An analysis of variance revealed a

significau-t irrter~ction between method and time of test

(p<0.01).

The difference in scores from pretest to post-

test was thus dependent upon the training m$thod
administered •. The A training procedure was found to
produce by far the greatest gains.
Brady (1970) describes a training technique he used
in training himself to make absolute judgements of tones.
He spurns the "special gift" theory:-

"!, like Lloyd Jeffress

(1962), could not

accept the •two population' (innate) concept and refused to believe that an accident of birth deprived me of ever learning

notes.

This time I resolved to learn the

musical scale regardless of the timeeex~ended" (p. 884).
In order to fulfil his resolution, Brady used a version
of Cuddy' s ( 1968) "A training'' technique in which
stimulus tones (1 second in duration) were initially
presented about every 5 seconds with a high probability
(.40) of O (randomly selected from the three available

Cs).

Ultimately they occurred every 1 • 4 seconds with
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uniform probability.

The computer-randomized, sine-wave

stimuli were selected from -bhe three-octave range
A=117 Hz to A=880 Hz and presented over a loudspeaker.
Brady considers that knowledge of the highest and lowest
tones was a surJerfluous cue and found that, given
practice, most of the tasks became very easy because the
11

chroma. 11 dimension overwhelmingly overrode the high-low

dimension.
The task was to listen to the tone, guess its name
and look it up on the list, retaining in memory only the
.note O (he chose C=523 Hz).

All identifications were

made releva11:t to this stored O, never to previous

fftimuli tha:1, were not Os.
heard as 0 1 s

11

li1or example, G should ha

domi:aan-b 1' and A as 0' s minor; the sequence

G to A never being identified as\a whole step (as in the
unsuccessful "series training" of Cuddy (1968)).
He found that, given practice, sine wave ·tones were
almost as easy ·to identify as piano tones and that
experience wi·th tones readily transferred to the piano,
au-tornobile horns, power appliance hum, telephone dial
-tone and a toy bell.

Af·ter two mon-t;hs of daily, half-

hour sessions, he was able to identify each note (with
negligible error rate) of a uniform--tone , 1 J utributiont

presented at the fastest rate, without feedback.
Perhaps unknowingly, Brady followed a recommendation
of Seashore ( 1938), for JG6s~ing his "acquisition of AP",
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that of ma.king identifications upon awakening.

For 57

consecutive days Brady's wife, following a list of
randomized notes but selecting the octave register herself; played a single note on the piano.

He did not

attempt to identify the octave as only the letter value
of the response was scored.

The result was: 65% correct

responses, 31.5% semitone errors and J.5% whole tone
errors.

He ooncludes:11 • •

~here does not appear to be a diff-

erence in recognition of individual tones
in both performance and verbal reports of
pos8eesors of AP and non-possessors, once
the latter have established a tonic scale
tone as an anchor" (p. 886).
Pitch .Recognition and Pitch Reproduction
Research in this area is scant.

As Cuddy (1963)

says"·•• very little is known about the relation between
pitch reproduction and pitch recognition" (p. 1076).
Neu (1947) cites a study by '.Jameron (1917) which investigates the effects of practice upon the singing and
recognition of tones.

There was no marked correlation in

the initial reproduction and recognition capacities of
subjects.

Four out of his six subjects

improved

markedly in their ability to reproduce (by singing)
those tones they had practised singing.

The effect on

the accuracy of singing tones different in pitch from
the one practised

w1:1,E1

rninimal, there being a
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improvement not~~d in three subjects.

Improvement in

accuracy of singing tones was positively related t;o

improvement in recognition of tones at the same level.
Shuter (1968) outlines anecdotal reports of children
who could. both sing and nnme notes.

In considering

that benefit from training with A440 could be largely
due to med.iat1on by subvooal responses, Cuddy (1968)
estimates that listeners most adept at pitch reproduction
might benefit most from A training.
Ward (1963b) cites several studies where the method
of adju:::itment was employed:

using the technique of

'braoketing 1 (where an indifference point is chosen
between •too high' and •too low 1 ), Abraham (1901)
adjusted his tonometer to several musical notes, ten
adjustments per note, a number of times over a threemonth period.

He found that for reproduction of A4 on

any given day, his adjustments varied across a range of
10 to 12 Hz or just under half a semitone.

Over the

three-month observation period his mean A4 varied from

442.8 to 451.3 Hz (a range of approximately a semitone).
The best performance upon such a task appears to be the
apparent 95% discrimination of quarter tones (an S.D.
of 3.5 Hz on adjustments of Alf4, A4 and G-:1r4) reached by
three of the subjec·~s who were reqnired to adjust an
oscillator 100 times to each of the three target tones
(van Krevelen 1951).

Ward ulso cites Brammer (1951)

who showed that violinists (of whom, a third allegedly
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had AP) were more consistent when directing the tuning
of a violin to A4 than when directing the tuning of a
clarinet to the same tone.
Masters (1970) demonstrated significant gains from
pretest to posttest in a task which required two groups
of non-musically trained subjects to reproduce, on a
variable tone oscillator, upon each trial, the tone
which had just previously been presented from a decade
oscillator.

It would appear that practice on the tests

was the crucial variable as the interpolated training

in the reproduction of C= 262 Hz, received by the
experimental group, did not appear to transfer to the
postteS"t.
The Absolute Pitch Dil~~
"... while abou·t 98%· of' the population
possesses good absolute color recogni·tion
••• only an extremely small percentage of
population (less than one hundredth of 1~)
possesses absolute pitch" (Bachem 1955

t

p 1180).

Since the advent of hur;mn informa·Uon processing
into the domain of experimental psychology, there have
been various a·t;tempts ·t;o quantify the amount; of inform-

ation which can be transmitted through the various
sensory modali·ties (Garner and Hake 1951, Pollack 1952t

1953, Eriksen and Hake 1955, Miller 1956).
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Pollack (1952) sought to determine the amount of
information that could b'e transmitted with a series of
tones where each tone was presented individually for
identification.

He found that persons without ability

in AP, presented with 8 sinusoidal tones of randomly
varied loudness level and separated by equal logarithmic steps in the range from 100 to 8,000 Hz, transmitted
only about 2.J bits of information per stimulus presentation or the equivalent of perfect identification among
only five tones.

A change in the frequency range (and

hence the inter-stimu::!..us frequency interval) of the
stimuli, even over a factor of about twenty times,
failed to elicit an appreciable increase in inform~tion
transmission.

No systematic search for individual

differences was made.

Pollack also acknowledges that

the role of improvement with practice had not been
fully investigated.
We,rd ( 195 3)

poi.nt s out that while most listeners

are poor at identifying (and naming) isolc:.1,ted · sinusoids,
"certain individuals are exceptionally proficient at
this type of task."

For a subject with AP his results

implied that " ••• over 6 bi ts of information are
transferred via pitch, i.e. that more than 70 different
frequencies in the 50 to 4,500 c.p.s. range can be
consistently identified (10 times out of 10).

Maximum

information tr~nsfer is npparently reached when the
stimuli s,:cB

pproximately one semitonE1 apart" (p,, 833)
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Such an apparently gross discrepancy in ability to
handle information concerning different pitches has
presented psychologists with a dilemma.

This dilemma

is stated by Miller (195G) who promptly evades the

issue:-

"Ot course there is evidence that a
musically sophisticated person with
a.bsolute pitch can identify accurately
e,ny one of 50 or 60 different pitches.
Fortunately I do not have time to discuss
these remarkable exceptions,.

I say i:t is

fortunate because I do not know how to
explain their superior performance.

So I

shall stick to the more pedestrian fact

that most of us ce,n idonti.fy about one
out of only five or six different pitches
before we begin to get confused" (p. 84).
Perhaps an explana-tion for the apparently superior
informe.tion processing co,pa.ci ty of the person with AP

is to be found in exactly the same paper that Miller puts
the dilemma,.

If it is the diatonic (12 tone) scale that

both he and. Ward are referring tot then the "50 or 60
different pitches" or "more that 70 diffe:r-ent frequencies"

are 11.cit r~eally all that different for the musioia.n.

Rather,

there ar·e about 7 different octave registers ( 83 tones)
in the musical range (85 or 88 on a piano) and only 12
different notes which transcend all

oct;;::j.ve registers
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th:c-ou.gh the mechanism of tone chroma ..
ual

11

chromfas 11 can be thought of as

each chunk

0

These 12 individ-

ohunks" (Miller 1956)t

containing 7 different octave designations

(usually identified with respeot to middle C) •• Thus
when a tone is presented for idEmtification from a set
of 84 stimuli, it is probably first given a le·~ter :na,m.e
on the basis of' its

11

chroma 11 and then an octave desig-

nation on the basis of "tone height 11 •

This secondary

( or subordinate) phase of identifioatio:ri appears to be

less exact than the primary {or su.:pe:rora.ina:r.e) phase of
identifio~tion.
This bidimensional pitch concept is not new,
however:-

"Aocording to Revesz (1913), pitoh should
always be considered to have two aspects:
a unidirectional tone height and e,

cyclical chroma.

While tone height in-

creases continuously
as frequency is raised,
' .
chroma is ,repeated every octave" (Ward

1970, p. 413).
Both supporters of the two factor theory - Ba.chem and
Revesz, hold that octave errors are to be excused amongst
those with genuine absolute pitch because i"G is the
immediate recognition of'

11

chroma 0 , not the secondary

phase of' correct "tone height 11 judgement that is important.
Wa..rd ( 1963a) criticized Jc;he theory f poin-ting out
is
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pitch-naming ability of two persons - Hachem and Revesz.

He cites a study in which none of the AP subjects
agreed that pitch identification involved a two-at0ge
process where

11 ohromv."

wus recognized before

11

tone

hc:1,ight" even though the two fo.ctor theory hrJd been cure-

fully explained by the experimenter.

Ward {1963a)

prefers to ascribe octuve errors to the harmonic

structure of instrumental tone where octave or near
octave overton8s are :present in the stimulus.

Al though

no study appears to have been performed oompariw~ the
rn:nn1)er of ook.:ve errors made on pin.no tones with

oscillutor vroduced sinusoids, Warcl cites his own
stu.dy of one AP po~:isessor who mEJ,de no octave errors on
oscille:to:r· tones after an initial learning period.,
suggesliing the verity of his i'(lterpret1;1tion.
I

Despite the different interpretations of octave
errors, it is ole,u~ trw:t; pi ·!;ch J)Ossesses a bidimensiom; 1
quHli ty, r::d; le,9,st for musiciuns, and it is known that

more informs,tion is tro.m1mi tted when the number of
dimensions is inoreo,sed,

(Garner 1962).

dilemma can be ascribed to methndologioal artifacts.
For example Pollack's (1952, 1953) judgemental series
did not correspond to 1;he tone13 of the die:tonic sou.le.

Also, numbers we:re used. ins-bead of the t•(;lpe ti ti ve

A to G letter desi

ions..

Lccordint: to Pikler ( 1966)

of ril2mer:2ll

t
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sensations imposes forced associations
upon the subjects whose behaviour could
concern only the psychology of associative processes~

(p. 292).

Care, ·therefore must be exercised when comparing Ward 1 s

(1953) findings with those of Pollack (1952),

It is

possible to make a true comparison (of the identification performance of "normals" and those reputedly
possessi:ng AP).· only- where the chroma dimension and interstimulus in-'r.e:cval (e.g. semi'l;one) are kept at a constant
level of perception for all members of the sample being
tested.

For examp;l.e, where unmusical subjects (who nrG

not likely to perceive the chroma similarity (Allen

1967)) a.nd musical subjects are being compa:red, any 2:1
frequency ratio among stimuli ought to be avoided. Also,

for ·the sake of' simplicity, timbre should be' held constant at the level of a sinusoid.
At present;, it appears that those with .1\P have a\'

greater capacity for handling information about pitch
and Ward's (1953) investigation suggests that this also
holds were sinusoidal stimuli are employed.

However,

much empirical clarification is required to (1) establish
this apparent superiority as f'aot in the context of a
well controlled experiment and (2) .explain the dynamics
involved in such superior judgement, before the AP
dilemraa can be solved and appropriate theory formulated.
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Theoretical Interpretations of Absolute Pitch
An Interest in the Notes Themselves
Shuter (1968) holds the view, shared by Mull,
that:11There is some evidence that an interest
in the sound of the individual note is
an important factor in the development
of absolute pitch.

If the child begins

to learn an instrument at the age when
he has this interest, he may develop
absolute pitch.

If he is older when he

begins to learn music, he may by then be
more interested in other aspects of music
and pay little attention to the sound of
each note'''

(p ,103).

For her, the concept of "critical age" is integral to
an explanation of AP.

However, apart from collecting

survey data of the type investigated by Sergeant (1967),
such a theory would prove diffic~lt to test.
·Perception of Complex Tones
It appears that most studies concerning the absolute
recognition of tones have employed as stimuli, either
tones produced on a piano, or tones generated by a sine
wave oscillator.
II

•••

Ward (1963a, p. 17) warns that

'absolute piano• may not be the same as 'absolute

pitch' "because

11 • • •

we are never quite certain just
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what role pitch alone plays in the identification of
piano tones."

On the other hand, the use of sinusoids

has its limitations.

Rarely do musicians have contact

with such pure sounds, highly complex sounds of varying timbre being more familiar, especially for orchestral

players.

Obviously studies are required where the

complexity or timbre of a tone can be varied systematically and any differential effects upon the speed or
accuracy of AP recognition attributed to that variable.
Timbre is defined by Ward (1970)t"The four attributes of auditory events
having the most relevance to musical
perception are pitch, loudness, timbre
and dura.tion ••• Timbre, which is a
function of the harmonic content of
the sound and hence ought no·t to apply
to sinusoids at all, is often used as
a

waste baske·~ category; if two sounds

are "different" though having the same
pitch and loudness, then they must
differ in ·timbre\'

(pp.408,409).

It has been noted by Revesz (1953) that genuine
absolute pitch can either be independent of timbre
as in -~he case of "universal" e.bsolute pitch, or
limited to certain -timbres as in -h,he case of lllimi ted"

absolute pitch.

Sergeant (1967, in Shuter 1968) has

demonstrated the signiticanoe ot the timbre of the
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instrument first learned for accuracy of later recognition
judgements.

But, to date there have been no invefltiga-

tions carried out where the effects of systematically
varying the complexity of tones of identical fundamental
frequency have been related to accuracy of pitch recognition judgementH.

However, similar research using non-

musically trsined subjects has been reported in the domain
of pitch discrimination.
Herminu; and Oro sty ( 1968) , for example, present

findings which strongly suggest the dependence of si.mple
and complex tone discriminability upon frequency.

J?or

tones of fundementol frequency greater than about 2,000
Hz, hurmonio components have negligible effect upon the
ability of

11

two experienced observers" to discriminate

differences in frequenny.

Below about 2,000 Hz, however,

frequency differences are more readily discriminated for
tones containing harmonically related components than
for sinusoidal signalR.
Using 15 "naive" subjects, Plomb (1967) found
that for fundamental .frequencies up to apvroximately
1,400 Hz, the pitch of a complex tone was determined by
the second and higher harmonics rather than the fundamental frequency.
found to hold.

Ahove this frequency the opposite was
The pitch of complex tones of fundament-

al frequencies up to 700 Hz was determined by the third
and higher harmonics, whereas for frequencies up to
nbout 350 Hz, the pitch was determined by the fourth and
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higher harmonics.

He concluded that the pitch of complex

tones is probably based upon periodicity rather than on
frequency and suggested that such a principle might also
hold for simple tones.

It would be interesting to

determine Nhether a similar pattern emerges when music=
1

ally trained observers are employed.
These studies are relevant in suggesting a greater
dependence upon higher harmonics for pitch perception
towards the lower part of the musical range.

As simple

tones are employed in this study, the higher harmonics
will be absent in the distal stimulus, but as Bachem
(1955) states, the ear is able to produce its own

harmonic overtones even in the case of pure tones.
The mechanisms whereby pitch is ascribed to a tone
by musicians remain to be established before one can
begin to determine the psychophysical bases of an
"interest in the notes themselves".
'.;£he Reference Tone Hypothesis
Another theoretical view of AP is put by Seashore
(1938):11

It is generally believed that the musical

ear acquires a standard reference tone,
perhaps 03 or A3 and any tone that is
sounded in ·the musical continuum is placed
with reference to that in the musical scale.
That answers the question as to how

it is possible to identify all the
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audible tones.

A more important quest-

ion pertains to the basis of the reference tone.

It is generally agreed that

the identification is not only in terms
of pitch, but also in part in terms of
timbre or tone quality particularly in
relation to a similar instrument" (p. 63).
Such an explanation would prove attractive if supported
by empirical evidence which verified the assumptions
made.

Unfortunately, however, experimental evidence for

such theory is lacking, although Cuddy (1968) has presented findings relevant to ·the hypothesis in demonstrating
superior pitch naming ability among musicians who
received training in the identificr~,tion of one note.
She cites the introspective view of composer Hindemith
( 1946) :"Hindemith says that •a fairly firm and
reproducible impression of A must be established' before one can judge musical
tones.

Absolute pitch, he says, is •mere-

ly a highly developed ability to compare
quickly an audible impression with acoustic archetypes stored in our memory' (1946
p. 207) " ( p. 10 69) •
AP which is dependent upon a reference tone would probably be termed "quasi-absolute pitch 11 by Bachem (1955)
or

11

ear for standard. pitch" by Revesz (1953).

Ward (1963b)
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oi ting Bae hem• s ( 1937) "quasi--absolute pitch" designation,
suggests significant tones which m:i.ght well serve as
referents:-

"Baohem had indicated that many individuals

show instant recognition of certain crucial
tones, but little pitch-naming ability for
other pitches.

The implication is that these

individuals bave •memorized' a single note,
as it were.

These oru.cial tones are likely

to be middle C for piani.sts and A for
violinists": (p. 35).
Unfortunately, Cuddy ( 1968) does not provide in.formation regarding immediacy of response for the ten tones

judged so accurately by the A trsinees on the posttest.
Response latencies for tones interpolated between the
series extremes and A might have been considerably great-

er than those for A, supporting a quasi-absolute pitch
notion which would demand more time for the making of
non-referenoe -tone judgements.

High uniformity of

latency across tones would have provided evidence against
a clear• quasi-absolute pitch/genuine absolute pitch
distinction,

8,S

A trainees were trained to a single

Such evidence would hold nignifioant

reference str.mdard.

i.mplica ti.ans for a ·t;ypology and theory of .AP.

Cuddy also cites Pollack (1953) who suggested that
a sophisticated listener might uorrec·tly reproduce

several pi tohes whi oh oould serve
::ion for stimuli

o

:::),<::J

standards of com-•

In se,J,rching tor a. theoretical
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interpreti::-1,tion of the superiority of A training, she

cites Miller's (1956a; 1956b) suggestion that memory
capEwi ty might be i.noreaued by chunking or reorganizing

input into su-perordinate units, beginning wi·th some clear
focus or point of reference in the m8,terial.
"Anchor" Eff~Q~~~£....4]?_soluk Suclgement:~.

An AP possessor, identifying series fft,imuli in the
labora-tory, e.utomatically has points· of reference in the

material - namely the series extremes.

As Ward (1963a)

poj_nts out, errors at u,n extreme can only be made in one
direction and this limitation produces the artifacts of

serieB extremes being associated with less error and
high notes being judged lower while low notes Hre judged
higher.
Eriksen and Hake noted "end or anchor effects" in
their ( 1955) study involving the r,,bBolut;e judgement of
different sized squares snd in their (1957) study they

tes-ted anq. verified ·tbei:c '' subjective st&irtdard. hypothesis":
11 • • •

s,

when confronted with a series of

stimuli in an absolute judgement task,

selects certain s·~im.uli that he -then uses
as standurds for judging the rem.a.ining

stimuli.

When a Btimulus is presented, S

attempts to recall one of these standard
~timuli and useH it as a reference in

judging the presented. stim.ulus" ( p. 1.37).
The employraent of' ob,-jeotive refer·erwe ton0:3 by
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Pollack (1953) was found on the average to produce
gre8~er gains in information transmission when the
reference tone was placed near the middle of the series
than when it was near the extremes.

These results suggest

that the "confusion in the middle" of a judgement series
might be reduced if interpolated reference ·tones are
emJJloyed.
The anchor effect in series extremes was also noted
by Hartmann (1954) who found over a period of eight test
weeks ( with presentations of nine sinusoids eight times
eac-h, two times a week) that narrow ·pi toh separation is
a.ssociated with slow and incomplete learning, whereas
with wider separations, learning was rapid and quickly
complete.

He reasoned that if each of the stimuli were

equally confused, then confusion was varying merely as
a function of pitch separation.

If, however, the tones

were systematically confused according to their po·si tion
. in the series, then other factors were involved.
Stimuli separated by equal pitch distances were found to
be confused according to their location in the judgemental
series.

For example, while stimuli 4, 5 and 6 were con-

fused by the 200 mel separation group almost 1/5 of the
time, the same frequencies, presented to the 50 mel
separation gro1.4p as 1, 5 and 9 were never confused by

this group.
Early acquain-tance with the extremes of the stimulus

series (Wever and Zener 1928, in Hartmann 1954) facilitates
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knowledge concerning the nature of the stimulus series,
which in turn enhances ability to made absolute judgements.
According to Riker (1946, in Neu 1947) both those possessing AP and those not were equally successful in using
range extremities as frames of reference.

Cuddy (1968)

found that the highest and lowest notes of her series
were correctly recognized more often than any of the
other ·tones.

Also the main effect of tones was found

to be significant (p~O .001) while not interacting w:i. th
any of the other main effects.
Cuddy (1968) was successful in teaching a reference

tone to musicians wil;hout AP whose subsequent identification of all ten ·tones thereby improved markedly.

Her

research suggests that a similar referent might be inferred f'rom the superior performance of persons with AP certainly a logical possibility that can be tested
empirically.

Given memorization of an anchor e.g. C,

it is quite possible that persons with AP might recognize the other chromas of the musical scale with reference
to an internalized C ·to C scalar series, with harmonic
relationships playing an in·begral part.

forms the basis of a theory proposed

This reasoning

by Brady

(1970).

The Fixecl-§g.@J.~ ... Theory
Brady states his theory quite succinctly in the

conclusions of his (1970) paper:-

...
of

There do appear to be two basic ways
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at a. ve-r:y early age, perhaps infancy.•.
If the choice is made in fe. vour of a

single fixed scale, then exposure to music
strengthens memory of notes.

If, as is

more oomm.on, the scale ttmoves 11 then exposure to mus:Lo ·trains one· ·to ignore

A.l?.

Thus AP is tra.ined out of most

people" (p. 886).
In other wo:r•cls, through some envi.ronmental fac<bor such

as being "bombarded with music mostly in one key'', the
young musician remembers a particular scale (e.g. C
major).

In ·the context of C major all the other ·tones

bear a specific intarvallic relationship to C for all
musicians.

.For example, the G bears the individual

relation of the

it

dominant" ( or fifth - a significant

interval in chordal progression) to the tonic (first
note):

a.

Visualize the si·tuation where those with AP and

those not possessing AP hear a pieoe of music they a.re
aocus·tomed :t;o playing

in the key of' 0 major, played

·this time i:a the key of G· major.

Those without AP

process the harmonic relations as if they were being
played in the original f.~;Y"•

-~H@ir·

scale moves, ·they

unthinkingly -~:r•anspose their key sense.

Those with .AP

however, immediately recognize the tonic (G) for this
rendition as the dominant (G) of the scale fixed in
their memory (in this case C m.ajor) ancl identif'y the
music as bein;; pJ.;1.yed in G mB,j or.

transpose their key sense

'11hey cannot mentally

their scale is fized.
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Revesz (1953) talks of the confusion that faces
persons with genuine absolute pitch when they are forced
to play or sing a work a quarter tone too high or too
low.

He provides an anecdotal illustration:11They tell of a pianist with absolute
pitch who had to play the first movement
of Beethoven's C~ minor Sonata on a piano
tuned a semitone too low, and was therefore
unable to capture in the musical pattern
of C minor the mood values and emotional
meanings which to her were inherent in

cJt.

She therefore played the work at the

original pitch by transposing it to D
minor, which of course involved tremendous
technical difficulties" (p. 107).
Like many expert musicians, this pianist was able to
transpose each note to the new (spatial) key position,
but unlike those without AP, she was forced to make this
transposition in order to reconcile the note names (and
their individual or collective associations) with the
resultan-ti sound.

She was unable to transpose her 0,.,..

minor key sense to the key of C minor.
The fixed scale theory is virtually an elaborate
restatement of the reference tone hypothesis and the
logical outcome of a Gestalt idea adopted by Cuddy to
explain the superior performnnce of A trainees.
"The results of Expt. 3 suggest that an
ef'fioie:nt method of remembe

ng mutncal
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tones may be to develop a tonal cognitive
structure with A~ as a mbdal point (cf.

Mandler 1962, p. 148).

Training in A

provides a basis around. which musical pi toh
judgement may be organized.

The listener

develops an encoding strategy that enables
him to label tones with respect to their
relation to A" (Cuddy 1968, p. 1075).
Shuter (1968) cites Serge&.ni; (1967) who provides
evidence which shows that his AP subjects were no more
(in fact slightly less) conscious of key transposition
than those without AP. He:11. • •

concluded that ·the pi•!;ch level at

which a piece of music is per·f ormed does
not play a more important part for an
absolute pi·tch subject, and JGhat the
attention of the mature musician is
cen·tred on other aspects of the music"
(Shuter 1968, p. 192).
This sort of evidence directly contradic"bs ·the
fixed sea.le theory and Sergeant's conclusion causes
one to wonder what sort of criterion he used

in select-

ing his AP subjects and whet;her in f'ac·t they possessed

the ability.

A well controlled replication is required

before such findings can be treated as significant
opposition to the fixed scale theory.
Ward (1963a) considers that relutive-pitoh judgements
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are unique to the auditory modality, absolute judgements
being the rule, not the exception.

As he a~ys:-

"You do not need e, v1hiff of amm.onh,. an

an anchor in order to identify attar of
roses or oooking popcorn, nor a sip of
ocean water to identify me~le syrup.

If

you st~p on a thumbtack, it js not necessary
to insrect eao-h ·toe to determine where the

tack is.

In all these cases, the

stimulation is identified (either eor.eBJotly
or incorrectly) on an n,bsolute oasis, thr-d;

is 1 in re:ferenoe to other stimuli long
since past.

The Harne holds for identifi-

cation of a face or a voice on the basis
of a single glimpse or a fEm words 11 (p. 15).
Like Brady ( 1970) 1 Ward ( 1970) oonsic1n:rf:l tha-~ the
11

relati ve pi toh grid II of persons possessing AP

h1;;ts

anchor and is not moveable.
"The wonder (he sRye) is not that 5ome
people have nbsolute pitah, but that so
many people do not have it.

But, ns Wa.tt

pointed out, the orgenism is reinforced
not for absolute but for relative pitch
judgernenJGs.

"Three 'Blind Mice" is still

"Three Blind Mice" whether :Lt is played in

0 or in G; transposition is the rule, not
tr1e exc

ion.,,

Thlrn a.hsolute pit

an
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behiwiour may simply be i:;r13,ined out of us
in earJ.. y- li.:fe 11 (r,iJ.429,430).

--

Aim of the P.rcoent fitudy
....
'

From. tho foreeoing reviow it bocom.es obvious that
the reference -tone hypothes:i.8, :l.B

of AP.

~J

·plD,usible explanation

It is also apparent that no objective criteria

have yet been f ornm.l:,,,i;t d in oi-•d.ex· to put the b.ypr::ithe0is
0

to empirical test.
11

If, as TI&chem (1955) assumes, tbe

types 11 of l.P are mutne.11y cixolusJve, :i. t i.G obvj.ons that

speed of identification is likely to be a dietii~uishing
feature of genuine o1rnclute p1.toh when compan~d.

quasi-a~eolute pitch.

wj_ tl:t

However, there does not appear to

be any record of experim.enta.i;ion whor~i :reactj_on time
has been employed

Hs

a dependent ve:d.able, el ther· in com.-

parlng the ovrirall performc:,,rwe of perrrnns with varJring
type or degree of A:P or in c:omparj_ng recogrd.tton
latencies of inclividnals 1 for dif.f erent tones.

Primarily thenr this study attempts to answer the
question:In. a

tHk3k

req_uLdng re:pid identification

of pure toneH, does a study of misidentifications of tones ~nd speed of responae
sug,.~:est the

tH:1<3

o:f i.nter.ne-1:i.zed reference

tones on the part of subjects with AP?
Cuddy ( 1968) challenges fu'b\J.re invesi;iguto::crJ where

she contends that

n •••

very little is known about the

relation between pitoh reproduction und pitch

rec

i

(p

107 6) "

.Re

t

these two

8

s
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AP ability where possible, this study also aims to
answer the question:-

How accurately and reliably can sub;Jects
known ·t;o possess AP ( defined in terms of
accurate recognition of re,nd.omly )'.lresenteid

piano tones) reproduce by adjustment of a
sine wave oscillator, lobelled target tones
such as middle O?

CHAPTER 2 - THE PITCH Rl~PHODUOTION EXPERIMENT

Subjects
Three musicians, producing 117, 119 and 119 correct
identifications (respectively) of 10 repetitions of the
twelve adjacent semi tones from g through

to f,W,f

ol

(for

nomenclature see Appendix 1) whioh were presented in
predetermined random order ( with the cons-trairrli of no

consecutive repetitiona) on a piano tuned to~ =440 Hz
within the preceding two weeks, were used as subjects

(see Table 1).

At the tin~ of the criterion teat (June

19'70) Sub ;jeots 1. and 3. held :b1 ellowship diplomas for

piano performance (F.T.C.L~) while Subject 2. held a
Licentiate diploma (L.'.I.1 .c.1.) for performance on the
organ (subf:equently gaining an

1970).

P. r.o.L.
1

during November

All subjects possessed considerable piano

experience (see Appendix 2) and were actively involved
in r,1ci.sic-maldng.

Number of stimuli correctly
identified out of 120
G to f-i

g to f4H

Subject 1 •

117

117

120

Subject 2.

107

119

118

Subject 3.

112

119

118

Stimulus range of test

gi-

to f'lf'l.

..

Date test admirlistered
'..L'able 1

Feb. 1971

June 1970

Feb. 1971

""""'

The number of criter:i.on and posttest piano
etimuli correctly identi ed
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Situated in a sound-deadened room (Rodda.,- Watson
and Wilson 1963), sub jeots were tested on a Gr•a.son-

Sti1dle;r type - E-800 au.dlometer 0:nd responses indicating
the threshold for loudness over the 100-10,000 Hz range
we·re foun.a. to be normal.

Each subject wa,s paid fo:r• his

participation in the various aspects of the research.

Further detai.ls concerning the musical backgrounds a.nd
opinions of each participant are contained in Appendix 2.
The first experiment was designed to measure:
(1)

the absolute value of each subject's subjective pitch standard for the reproduction of
three tones by the method of adjustment and

(2)

the variability associated with the reproduct.ion of these tones; in order to make a

statement about ·the AP reproduction ability
of each subject.
Upon presen~ation of the tone to be reproduced at

internatj_onel standard (IS), sub,jeotis were required to
adjnst the frequency control of an audioscillator in
order to reproduce the tone according to their own
subjective standard.

The test-tone was presented only

once at thra beginning of a 20 trial block for session 1.

and omitted. in seas.ion 2. where an initial (trial)
adjustment closely approximated IS.
!J2Eara_!!~~-

Th e apparatus consisted of an Advance S.G. 66
oscil.Li Lor wb.ose output frequency fed into an

~~./I,

Hoside:n
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freqnoncy calibratod cUnl of tbe ,):rn:ll.Jator· was masked

with a cardboard insert and the frequency range selector

set nt 50-500 Hz.

Ideally the stimulus range ·w·ould have coJ•responded
to that of the major r.ecogn1tion experiment (i.e. the
36 adjacent frnmitones from G to

r4F2 ),

hovJever, b13cause

of the excessive time required for testing all of these
tones for accuracy of reproduction, only c', a and a

'

were employed as target tones.
De sj. &\1Jilld~P:rp cod tU' e

Testing wvs car:ri,:;d ou.t on two separate
for each su.b,iect.

the order~ c' a I a.

day

sessiorn;

On the first day tones wore judged in
'L'he SLJ.b;iect was fir st presented ·with

e test-tone of c' ~ 262 Hz (all test-tones being presented

at IS) and r-equi1•ed to reproduce t t twenty t:lmes, beg:Lnning from the high oxt:('eme and making subsequent adju.stments

f':rom alte1.'na.te extremes.

'.['he first adjustincnts of subsoquent

blocks of trials wore also made from al ternute extremes.,
Brc,c.lrnting ( the making of fine two-way ad:iustment s)
was pe1•rnitted but vocalisation of the tom:. to be reproduced was forbidden.

On the second day the order of

presentation wns re ve.~: sed, test-tones being pre:rnnted
only if a first adJust1110n.t evic]enc;ed consi.derab1e deviance

frnm IS.

Tho amount of' discrepancy of first judge-

st-t on.e ::;

tfE:!re

r.:equent

e

:n.t

il
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from approximately

7/16 of a wh~le tone (2 semitones) to

8.lmost 10 semitones.

The time elapsing between day 1.

a.nd a,ay 2. sessions was 23t 22, 'and 7 days for subjecta~.'

1. to 3. respeotively.
A continuous series of one second counts was ma.o,e
by the frequency counter.

For the sake of 1:eliabJ.lity

the experimenter recorded at least the third complete·
count after the subject said

11

right 11 •

Instructions to subjects for, the first experime:r.rtal
session are given in Appendix 5.
Results

Means and standard deviations of the subjects'
judgements were calculated for each tone reproduction

block9

These results along with the average error from

IS are given in Table 2. · Representatidn of the aoouraby
and consistency of pitch reproductions ±n terms of the
number of 1/16 steps (see Appendix J.for scale
construction) each .jud.gement J.evi.;:i.tes f1,,om st,andard
pitch, provides a.n indication of ov~rall shv,rpness,
flatness and spread of reproductions relative to IS.'
Accordingly -~he percentage. of reproductions coinoidirig'
with or fa..lling outside of the range extremities of' ( 1)
fl qua.rter-tone,

(2) a half--~one (semi·tone) awl (3) a

whole tone ( ·two semi tones) above and below IS, was
calculated.

The J)ercentage o:f reproductions falling

within ·bhe quarter-tone, hB,lf--tone and whole 'l:icnw r~wges

above, below and including the IS (extremities exolqded),
is

ssed. i.11

resu.lts (

2)

Mean adjusted
Objective
Subject
and

Note
Name

Session

frequency
in Hertz
at IS

Mean

adjusted
f_requency
in Hertz

Stnndard
deviation of
adjustmonts
in Hertz

Average
error of

Rnnge of

adjustments

adjustments

from rs

in Hertz

in Hertz

H.n.nge of

Percentage of

Percentage of

frequency in

ad.iustments

adjustments

adjustments

whole tone

in whole tone

falling with-

fractions

fractions

sharp or flat sharp or flat
of IS

or rs

in

il:

whole tone

range above
& below IS

Porcentage of
adjustments
falling with-

, falling within

i

whole tone

in whole tone
range above

range ::tbove
& below IS

Test
tone
giveI1

& below IS

Subject 1.
session 1.

c•

262

session 2.
session 1.

a•

44o

zession 2.
::;os.::;ion 1.

n

220

session 2.

262.90

7.4

5.3

252-284

+1/16

-5/16 - +11/16

65

95

100

Yes

253.45

6.3

9:15

244-266

-4/16

-10/16 - +2/16

50

85

100

No

438.00

5.0

4.3

423-445

-1/16

-5/16 - +2/16

95

100

100

Yes

447.05

4.9

7.25

438-454

+2/16

-1/16 - +4/16

80

100

100

No

219.55

3-7

2.95

212-225

0

.-5/1C - +3/16

90

100

,oo

'!~S

221. 70

3.0

2.9

215-226

+1/16

-3/16 - +4/16

95

100

100

Yes

251.70

4.5

10.3

245-259

-5/16

-9/16 - -1/16

30

75

100

Yea

261.10

6.6

5.9

253-271

0

-5/16 - +5/16

60

100

100

No

429.00

7.8

11.1

417-441

-3/'6

-7/16 -

55

100

100

Yes

424.35

7.8

15.55

411-443

-5/16

-9/16 - +1/16

35

85

100

No

Subject 2.
session 1.

c•

262

session 2.
sesoion 1

a•

440

session 2.
session 1.

a

220

session 2.

0

212.75

9.5

9-95

201-247

-5/16

-12/16 -+16/16

25

70

214.65

4.7

5.55

205-221

-3/16

-10/16 - +1/16

60

85

254.30

3.0

7.3

251-262

-4/16

-6/16 -

267 .oo

3.6

5.4

258-272

+3/16

-2/16 - -,5116

440.85

9.8

8.7

425-456

0

427 .95

6.3

12.05

418-440

-4/16

213.95

7.2

8.95

208-233

-4/16

215.00

5.9

6.6

208-229

-3/16

'

95

Yea

100

No

Subject 3.
session 1.

c'

262

session 2.
session 1.

a'

440

session 2.
session 1.
session 2.

a

220

Table 2.

,.

,5

100

100

Yes

60

100

100

Yes

-5/16 - +5/16

~o

100

100

Yes

-7/16 -

<5

100

100

Yes

-8/16 - +8/16

15

90

100

Yes

-8/16 - +6/16

40

9c

100

Yes

Summary of results of Experiment 1.

0

,j::,.

-'1
p,
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Discussion and Conclusions
It has been shown that familiar timbre plays an
important role in tho reoognition of pitch (Sergea.nt

196~ in Shuter 1968).

It appears that the same might

hold for the absolute reproduction of pitch (Brammer
1951, in Ward 1963b).

I:n this experiment, ·t;imbre was

held constant at the level of a sinusoid, subjects
ma.king Jliheir pitch adjuff'cments purely upon tho basis of

JGhe fundamental frequency of the stimulus.
Plomp' s ( ·J 967) r0saarch with pitch diucrimination

would suggest a dependance upon the third and higher
harmonics for determining the- pitch of a complex tone
of a fundamental frequency equal to 440 Hz (a') and a
dependence upon the fourth and higher harmonics for the
pitch of complex tones of fundamental frequencies: 220
Hz and 262 Hz. (a. and o
"rw.ive 11 sul>jec~s.

I

respeoti vely) at least for

One would expeot that musicians who

are cons·l;arrtly working wi"tl.1 complex tones would find
the unfamiliar pu:.ce Lones dlfflcul·t to reoof;nize, J.et

alone reproduce.

Yet Buh jec·ts 1, and.

3.,. upon h(3Hring

the teat-tona only once (in session 1.), were able over
e. period. of 20 tr:Lels, to re;.1rod nee:~ frequettcies which
alwuyB .f E:!11 wi thi:n ·the whole tone r9,nge n:nd 97. 5% of'

the t:imE"J fell wlthi:o:1 tl1r.-i hi:c~lf-tom~ :cnnge shG.rp a.nd flat
of IS, while Subjc.rnts 1. (m,·~ oou:rrt.lvg her Jud.garnents
of n wh•:::r<:) ,,, ·l;ei:; li-tcne

V'/8.G

Bi v-en) r-1,nd 2. oould, with out

hee.ri:ng -~he IS of the ta,rget tone on iihe, r.:,ee:ond. day• s

session, reproduce tohes which always fell within the
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whole tone range and 91% of the time fell within the
half-tone range sharp and flat of the IS of that note.
In terms of the consistency (small variance) and
proximity to IS of reproductions, the presence or absence
of a. test-tone at ·the beginning of a session appears to

have little effect upon the performance of Subjects 1.
This suggests a. l"elianoe upon an internal stand-

and. 2.

ard and hence a high degree of absolute pitch reproduction
ability.
As she wa.s more consistent in reproducing a 1 and

a than c 1 (within sessions), it seems logical to infer
that Subject 1. found the A chroma easier to reproduce
than the tone: o 1 •

This could reflect her past violin

training, while the more consistent performance of
Subject 3. in reproducing c 1 might reflect a certain
orientation to Middle

c,

in her piano career.

The reeulte of Subject 2. failed to

built up from experience early

indicate such preferences.
The j'1.1dgements of Subject 1. of a' and

0

1

showed

a

consistent session 1. to session 2. practice/no test-tone
effect upon ve.:riabili ty, while for Subject 2., judgements

of a 1 and o 1 showed no such effect.

Overall, the judge-

ments of Subject 1. were less variable and more accurate
(with respect to IS) than those of the other subjects,
79~t, of her j1;.dgements being less than a quarter-tone

sharp or flat of the IS compared to the corresponding
mibje

s.
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Subjects 2. and 3. showed a tendency to make flat
reproductio:r+s but no mean deviated more than 5/16 of
a whole tone from the target tone i.e. the average
reproduction tended to be made "in the crack" between
the target tone and the adjacent semitone below.
Reproductions of Subject 3. ?f o' although highly
'

consistent within each session, only overlap to the
extent of six judgements with both sessions Jiooled
( session mee,ns deviating from IS -4/16 and 3/16 of a
whole tone respeoti vely), sugges·t;in,.g either a shifting
standard or an over-correction to suspected flatness on
the first session or the session 2. trial adjustment.
Her first adjustments were sharp of her last adjustments
(from 5 Hz to 22 Hz) in all reproduction blocks.

She

was presented with test-tones in session 2. because her
first (trial) adjustments were flat of IS.
Although it is difficult to determine the cause of
persistently flat judgements, individual variability is
seen to arise as a function of both perceptual and
manipulative attributes.

As Ward (1963b) points out,

the consistency of repeated judgements in this type of
task "may indicate as much how accurately the individual
can bisect a positional angle as how keen his ear is"
(p. 34).

However it is not clear why the adjustments of

Subjects 2. and 3. were generally so flat of IS.
At some point in the maze of frequencies encountered
the sub,ject was required to m1::i,ke a finHl adjustment
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Two possible strategies for the making of this judgement
are proposed.
(1)

The subject continuously matched the output frequency

with a subvooal pitch "image" until the two corresponded.
This process was influenced by the test-tone in one or
both of two possible ways i

(a) the test-·tone facilitated

the matching process either by providing or strengthening
an image anchor which could be recalled with diminishing
success throughout the block of reproductions;

(b) the

test-tone, being a sinusoid at IS, probably varied from
the subjects conception of that tone.

He may have

chosen to ''correct" his standard to tha.t of the test-tone (even though he was instructed to reproduce his
own concept of the tone).

Such "correction" was not

necessarily constant throughout a. block of trials.
Subject 1. although producing adjustment means that Wt?re
more disparate from IS, demonstrated greater consistency
in the non-test-tone sessions than in the corresponding (two) test-tone sessions, suggesting tha.t this
"oorreotion" introduced a measure of confusion into her
adjustments.
As vocaliza·tion of the response ( the natural form
of pitch reproduction for these subjects) was not permitted (although Subjects 1. and 2. inadvertently
resorted to humming on a few occasions), there could be
no muscular cues, no CO:r:'rective feedback from a sung
tone and thus no possibility for ~udible frequency
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m.&t,1hiug.

Any matching which occurred thus took place

at the subvocal level.
(2)

The second :possible strategy is that, of turning the

knob through the frequency range until the particular
tone being sought was recognized.
This experiment served rn.ore to s1..:iggest :further

research than to satisfy the specific aims of the invest~
igation~

However, there are aspects of the experimental

de sig:n open ·to irn.provement.

Al though the opti,onal ( to

the exper::i.menter) tes-t-·lrnne proved ·to be a:n interesting
vari.able in i•tself, it ts considered that non-·presentation

of the test-t6ne would be better standardized for all
subjects.

If a subject can make his reproduotions ot a particular tone acoording to a criterion s11oh as: 90% of all
judgements falling within the. quarter-tone sharp ~ind
flat. of IS range where no test-tone has been given, it
is reasonable to infer the..t he has AP rep:ro,Jnction

ability for at least that tone.

If, however, a subject

makes a trial adjt:i.stme:o.t grossly flat of ls (e.g. a

•'• . (' r.' ) 1
11.:·Jn
subsequen·t ad justmen:to were rrm,de i:n the vicini ·ty of that

table criterion (e.g. with a mean one semitone flat

and a standard deviation of about a quarter of a tone),
or whether ·t;hey were smnev1hat rs,nctornly
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As the present design failed to assess practice
effects it is desirable ·t;hat subsequent designs make the
presentation or non-p:resen-ta:tion of' test-tones a fixed
experimental condition.

It would be interes-ting to compare musicians with

AP, musicians without AP and non musicians on reproduction
tasks varying the fl"equenoy of presentation of test-tones

(possibly given according to unfamiliar pitch standard)
in order to tes-t the hypothesis that AP subjects reproduce
tones according to a,n internalized refer~nt, short-term

memo:.r-y of a sta.nda.rd ·tone riot being an important variable.
!t would also be of interes·t to determine the effect of

target tone vocalization upon.reproduction accuracy of
AP subjects j_n adjm.rtment tasks where .no test-tone is

given.
In conclusion, there would seem to be. three criteria
determining the AP reproduction ability for the subjects
of this study.
( 1)

~bili;t;y of th1L.:t,2nt; _with respect to IS pi toh

Out of a total of 360 adjustments, only one fell
outside of the "within one ·tone sharp or flat of IS 11

rEmge of the pt• .rttcular ·t:::i,rget tone being reproduced,

suggesting a high degree of accuracy in all subjects
considering the limited opportunity for practice.
Reproductions of a 1 and s, .by Subject 1. reveal the most
accurate AP ability ac • ordine to this criterion, 901 of

side of IS range.
(2)

Consistency___
of" " '_~,.rem:od11.cti.on
---~-.,_.~'f..,,.
, , . . ,._..._,~_.,_,..,____
According to this criterion, mislabelling causes to

be important, the standc1rd deviation of jnogements being
thn r: j_gnificvnt var ia.blc.

Here Subject 1. on judgements

of c 1 , showed the most consistent adjustinents (with
standard cJ.eviatiorn: of loss than on-= eighth of a whole
tone).
( <;))
,.)

I.ndepenclencs__from external referent
Upon this basis it is apparent that Subject 3. has

little, if any AP 1 ep17oduction ability as teGt-tones
1

were required in session c::.

However, as the experiment-•

er' s decision concel'ning t:1e need for a test-tone was

rather arbitrary (the SL1bject 's trial adjustments ranging from 7 /16 tc.1 alrno~1t 10 semi tones flat of IS) end as
no further judgements were given ~vi thout the referent,

this evidence is quite inconclusive.

GIIAPrgR 3 - T1m PITCH nF:coGNI'CION EXPERIMENr -

PHOC.E:DUHE AND

11

nrr:suurs.

It is generally believed that the musical

ear acquires a standard reference tone
perhaps C3 or 1\3 and any tone that is
sounded in the musical continuum is

placed with reference to that in the
musical scale 11
( i)88.S
n
)]0

re 1°~0°
,,,) > 1
) • 63)
. c:. •

From a survey of the literature it appears that no
attempt has been made to formulate operational criteria
for identifj_cation of a reference tone.

E:mpir1cH1 just-

ification of the hypothesis is therefore lacking.

'.rhe

purnose of the present investigation was to formulate
operational criteria for the identificatj_on and measure-

ment of reference tones arid to employ :,.n c

rirnental

proceduJ:'e which would enable measurement of sctch criteria.

Due to the limitations of the rwpc=:.ra.tus (and the
extreme complexity of vc~rying the timbre dimension in
the event of apparatus capable of systematic variation
of lwrmonic content of tones being available) timbre was

held constant at the level of a sinusoid.

From the 36 adjacent semitones lying symmetrically
about and including middle

c,

five different octave

ranges (fiach consisting of 12 adjacent semitones
presented 10 times each) were selected as stimulus

The three subjects of the first experiment

series.

were required to :make a choice reaction time recognition
response to each stimulus tone by pressing one of an
cH'ray of 12 harmonium keys, measures of response
latency and si.ze of err·oT being recorded ..
'I'he formulation of operDtional criteria for any
:lnferred psychological capacity requires the dra.wing

of certain assumptions concerning the validity of such
criteria.

·rwo such F,,ssumptions have been made:

(1) Any
or

II
II

acqui1:od stc,mdurd reference tones'

acoustic archetypes stored in memory"

should be more acct.:trately identified than
the tones that are placed in reference to

them.In a pitch recognition task where a
subject is required to appropriate a label
to a stimulus tone (in this case the association between the pitch and spatial/letter
name characteristics of the musical keyboal'd
forming the dynamics of such recognition),

it is to be expected that percentage error
(misidentification of tones) and size of
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error (number of semitones a response deviates
from the stimulus) would be less for reference
tones than for other toneso
(2) Similarly it is to be expected that the
1·esponse latency to reference tones in a

task requiring rapid identification of tones,
would be shorter than the reaction time for
responses to other tones.

Response latency

in a 12-choice reaction time task was thus
chosen as a criterion also.
'l'he hy-potheses of the study are;

(1) Within the compass of 36 adjacent semitones
of the diatonic scale lying symmetrically
about middle C there will be one or

D

small

number of tones which are consistently
recognised with greater accuracy than the

othE1.r tones.
(2) Sim:L1a:rly there will be one or a small number

of toYV3S which a:r•e consistently recognised
with greater immediacy than the ot}H'.t' tones.
fJuctJ hypotheses e.llow for throe por:;~:iibil.ities:

(1) A single reference tone - specific to
frequency or octave register a
(2) /I single reference tone with correlative

(letter narnn) coLmtorpt)rts in one or two of
the other octaves

D (lU C :L

(;

tO

H
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rather than frequency.
(3) 'l1wo or more reference tones in one octave

with possible counterparts in one o:r. two
of the other octaves.

Stinmli

IPive different octave series in the range from G
to f ft 2 , selected and arranged as illustrated in F'igu:re

1,, were used as stimuli.
11

It was expected that any

:refe:r.ence tone'' a nmsician rnight use, would fall within

the 36 adjacent semitones eentred on Middle C because
these constitute the tones occu.r:ring most frequently in
musical compositions.
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Showing the arran.gement of the 36
adjacent semitones from G to

fl 2 ·

into 5 octave series ..
'fhe 12 tones of an octave were p:rE1sented 10 times each
in a predetermined random order (with no consecutive
presentations of a tone being permitted).

The present-

ation of th.ese 120 tones constitnted o.ne expcrt·imental

5 0t:1.

session ·which lasted about 85 .minutes (excluding rest
periods).

'J.le.n sessions wore run (two presentations per

octa.ve for each of tl:1.e five octaves), the octave series
being presented in the order 1

~~

3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1 in an

attempt to balance practice effects (with the exception
of Gubject 2. where the o.rde:r 1 ;::; 3 4 5 5 :3 4 2 1 wa.s
followed).

No mo.re than one octave series was presented

on any one day, on the aver,1ge 7 .. 9 day/J elapsing between

conseccttive sessions (rangi.ng :from 1 to 35 days).

'l1he

"intermediate" octaves 4 .. a.n.d 5. were included primarily
to eva.luate the effects of anchoring due to the position
of a tone within the series being presented~

rnann

(1954.) for example has observed that tones in the middle

of a r;.:mge are less likely to be recognised than those

at or nea1• the extremes.,
A familiarisation series of 24 trials (i.e. the
stimulus octave presented m1d responded to in ascending,
then in descending order) p1'ececl.ed each sesi,ion, taking

aoproximately 10 minutes.

Hest pa.uses of about three

minutes were pEirmitted following trialf3 ;:10, 60 and 90

(the rest after trial 60 usually being longer).
A pilot st.1.rvey of the procedure using octave 1. was

run on a fourth subject of' comparable musical ability and
(for her age) experience.

This established that reasonably
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acct1rate recognition of pure tones was possible with AP
subjects in thls expe:r.•irn.ental context.,

'l'he apparatus was switched on

[Jt

least ten minutes

before the main experimental session.

~l'h.e stimnlus seqnence consisted of a four second
burst of 85 db white noise gonerntecl by the GrasonStadler audiometer.

A two second poriorl of silenoe

v1hich followed this p:1.1eceded the sti.ml1.lus tone which

was generated by a Mui.rhead K-126=11 decade osc:Lllator
preset to the appropriate frequency.

'l'he omiet of the

tone also r3tarted a timE;•:r: whtch, with the tone, was

stopped when the :3tJ.b;ject dfJpressecl a key on the keyboard.
Determinat:i.on of the subjects I accuracy of response was
enablE,d through the use of rm er:::teline-/mgtw :20-pen

recorder.

After :recording the latency the expertmentor

reset the Mnirhead to the next frequency and activated
the 3x timer which (w:lth a :t'tJlny Lo:;,) o.utnrnLt,Lcc,J.Jy

controlled time sequences for white noise, s:JJ.ence, tone
and timer.

No attempt was made to keep bet·1,!f)en-tria1

times constant.

An intert:rial interval of approximately

20 seconds was typical.
:Jtirnuli were presented to the subject by means of a

Grason-Stadler type HDl. headset with 3 c.c. earmuffs.
'l'he rosponse keyboard (soe Photo 1. tn hppendix -1., ), of

which four octaves were dtsplayed, consisted of a hDrmonium
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keyboard.

A moveable f.'ingor rest b,,relve adjacent semitones

in length, plun white rna,rldngs on the panelling behind
the h::eys, served to

kate tL1.e appropriate octave

witb.ont destroying spatial relationships with the remaining keys.

'I'lrn keyboard wus mounted on a dexion 140 frame

Bt des.ti: level w'ith the ehai:r at a conlfortable height :for
the making of responses~

'I'he s11b;ject and keybo,ird were

s:ltuoted in the Canterbury socmd-deadened room (Hodda,
Watson and Wilson 1963), while the experimenter, together

with the remaining apparatus, occupied the adjacent room"
Specifications for the accuracy of the more important

of the Huirhead oscillator ovo1 thE1 tlniee octave span,
1

are given in b.ppendix: 4 ..
'fhe fot:U' second burst of whito nofse se:r1 vod as a
warning that a stirnulLrn tone 'Was to follow, and to
enhance forgetting o/ the previoLlS tone so that the use
of' intervallic re lat ion ships to as fl i.f:.t r.ecog.nHion would
be lest:1 likely.

Mar:rnaro (19?0) found that tones or white

noise 'oet"t•reen tr.ials produced greater forgetttng of the
previous tone.

Ho~~ver it remains to be established that

interpolated sound produces such forgetting with AP subjects.
The lw:rmoninrn keyboard 1,ms chosen in preference to
11

non-nmsica.1 11 m·1.1angernent s of l;Z response keys because of

its obvious familiarity m1C1 naturalness for su.bjeots.,
.fi'or thGsc, highly trained musicians the striking of a
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keyboard key is tantamount to naming the tone presented.,
Use of this keyboard circumvented the ex-tensive training
which would have been required. before tone and key
position became associated in the event of other key
types and arrangements being used.
Instructions to snbjects are given in Appendix 5,.

RESULTS
practice Effects
In order to determine th.e extent of overall practice
effect from first to second presentation, the number of

errors, the mean response 1Htency and the mean of the
standard deviati.ons for response latencies to each of

the twelve stimulus tones were computed for each octave
ser:Les session.

These results are presented for each

subject in Table 3.

I

Subject. lk

Presentation

l

~

Octave Series

3

4

5

Totals/Means

~Errors

I

First
Second

l5
l6

2.L
18

57
38

5
12

ll
22

\ Mean
I Response
Latency

First
8 econa-

l.23
1'\ 76
Vo

0.97
0 • ,..,( 2

1.,44
"' 9 6

0.76

0.88

!

,-·
FJ..rst

0.4·1·6
O,._oo
7 ;,:::·c

o.::::c2
O._o
l ,..7

1J.5o.

nv.C::
'"'4°
O

0 .,.L
- 34 0 • l75

57
32

20
32

65
74

29
25

51
45

l.83

l.1-4
0 6"3

1 .. 51
0 94

0 .. 88
" 72·
v.

l.,l3'"

j.

!

Mean of Res~"onse Laten
, .J:.•
C'iT• s •D 's
I ,J
•
..
§_o.bj~ct 2

I
i
I

tErrors

·

0
d
0econ

First
Second
First

(..,.,.

0 .. 71

ll7
106

1.06
.,79

0 .. 81
"

--;::,--"'--".'-----,,..--_-o---·---"')-,-1·
6 0.13o 0 • .1.~l
.. 12
..
0

- 78
.. .1.
- )

r

222
208

·

I

~"lean
I.. Response
Latency

ucCOilCl

r, ,,..v.ob

II Mean
of ResDonse Latenl cy S.D. rs

~- t
:::. :LI'S
,::,econd

C10 9~8
':
0 .. 130

C r-1h1
' • ~ '"'
O.J.36

O c--~!.L
0.2t4

O· 301 0 A04
•<
~u
0 .. 189 0.466

First

First -

53
56

31
47

75
75

37
34

~

r:"'2"'~

~

~

~

Second

1.03

1.,17

1 .. 72

1.52

l.,44

First

1.102

0.404
o.2E;2

0.,699

0.695 0.455
0.,423 0.492

·I.

~ s u'E"j e ct_ 3
t:Errors

I Mean

· Response
Latency
Mean of Response LatenS .D. 's
Table 3.

cy

c.-- .

~

Second

,-4

:1

b8COUC,

0.286

r.

t

-

'•

0.424

7
.J..o

1,.30
79

oo~

d

1.76

i

5cgl
t
.2391
"r U

0

57
54

D

T

253
266

.. 671 i
.3751

Error, Response Latency and Standard Deviation of Response
Latency varying as a f\u1ction of Octave Register and Practice
for each subject.

0)

w
<i
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Examination of the tot~l errors for each presentation sngr:;ests that practice has a negLLgible effect upon

error rate.

It is, however, clear that respon.sc lutency

and standurd deviation of resr:ionse lc1.tency are markedly

influenced by prncttce.

Separate analysen of variance

for ea.ch subject condu.cted on :;,:Jr::;t; o.nd second prerJent-

ations of octaves

1., ::;.

and :3. (

.t.1'

rat:Los

01'

.L98.~1,

894.0 and 172.:3 with 1 an.d 648 df being obta.ined for

Sub,jects 1. to

::J.

ing octaves 4. and

respectively) which, while not involv-

s.

wl10:ce fir:.-:Jt 0J1d second presentat-

ions (with Uw excep'i::Lon of oubject 2.) wr'lre separated
b;y ['ewer se:rn:tonr3, cle;:,r1y indicate ·i.;he m:::1.r J:rn<J effect

of practice on Jatenci8s.
li'or :rErnsons to be g:L ven late:c, data has not been
pooled across sL1bjects and sep.srah..i o.nalyses of variance
have been 1:1;_1pl:Lod to the data from euch !:ll.lbject.

Bocatrne

requ j_1;ement s nf :.LndE:Jpendence of ob~;ervat lor1 :~ may not
npl:ly in the ca::,e "I.vb.or<:, all cL:Jta :Ln drl a.t113'.iys1s .:i.s gener-

ated by the one subject, probability statemunts associated
with F rutios obtained from analyses of variance applied
to st1ch data, f1::;vo Jittl:::i :Lni'cre.::1tto.l vaJtdJ.ty.
the

l~

statJsti(}

!flHY he WJ.d

sentatlon of results

EW

However,

:Ls used throughout the pl'e-

a 1t1<auns of descr:.i.bing the ·relative

magnttudo of betwAen t:ceatment and. within cell (er1 01')
1

varta.tj_on jn thE-i set uf datc.1 obtained.
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Examination of l'able 3 suggests that while latencies

for octaves do differ, the magnitude of these differences
is f'ar less for the second presentation data.

'.Chis,

together with the relatively small difference in latencies for both presentations of octaves 4. and 5, (octaves

presented in the order: 1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1) suggests
that practice effects can be considered slight in the
second presentation data.

Because of this and certain

inconsistencies (such as a fluctuation of ~1ite noise
level across the first few sessions) in stimulus presentation during the first presentation, the main analysis

of results relating to response latency has been confined.
to second presentation data.

However, as practice appears

to have little significance for amount of error, this data

has generally been pooled for both presentations of the
octave series.
Comparing the accuracy of response to piano and
sinusoidal stinmli for octaves 1., 2. and

a
1 • an.

') ) , i. t 1s
.

<->•

a.

(see ~1.1ables

apparent th a t pi a.no t ones are more

easily :recognised (although it is understood that both
the interpolated noise and the emphasis upon $:p~ed of
response may have infltJ.enced accuracy of response to
sinusoidal stimuli).

Also, a strong relationship bot 1,veen

octave register and :response accuracy, so evident from
responses to the sinusoidal stimuli, is suggested to a
somewhat lesser degree by the pia..'1.o data.
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:ffirron
1'he percentage distribution of ty·pes of response to

sinusoidal stimuli according to size and direction of

error is shown for each subject in 'l1able 4.
Error Deviation in Semitones

---- -· - . ....
.,,

-·

~

... 3

-2

-1

+l

0

+2

:':t.

+3

Subject 1

0%

Subject 2

.83%

1.67%

11.83% 64.33?% 18.25% 2.75% 0.33%

t\ubject

• 75%

3.00%

15.25% 56.75% 17. 80% 5.75%

':I

0

Table 4.

.25%

?.,Oaf,,

82.17%

9.75% .75% .08%

Loo%

Percentage distribution of types of
response to sinusoidal stimuli (pooled
over all sessions) according to size
and direction of error in semitones.

For all subjects, at least 89% of responses were within one semitone of the tone presented.

Also, apart from

strong individual differences with ~espect to percentage
of correct identifications,a :rtitfl.~r ,synm18t:1:i.ca1 distribut-

ion of misidentifications appears characteristic for all
subjects although errors for an individual tone were, in
some cases, predominantly sharp or fl.at of that tone ..
An informational analysis (using the procedure of

A.ttncave, 1969) was conducted upon the piano and sinusoidal
data for second presentations of octaves 1., 2. and 3. in
order to determine the consistency of responses (see
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'I'able 5.).

A sLlbject could consistently mislabel a pure

tone• because (for example) the instrument on which he
usually experiences tones is not tuned to A440~

f)uch

consi.stent mh1labelling indicates accuracy of tone identification even thoue;h the subject's error score relative

to IS is high because of the mislabelling.

Informational

analysis is appropriate because it provides a measure of
consistency of identification, oven althot1gh the respondent may be consistently sharp or flat relative to IS, in
his :rc:;sponses to a particular tone.

Information transmitted

.

,,..,, ,..

t>'requency register
\

~ubject
1

Pure
tone
Piano

tone
Subject
2

Uubject
3

Pure
tone
Piano
tone

G

in bits

,:;,

"

to

:r¾r-g

(T (x,y)

)

to f1f' g' to

?2

2.6•:18

3.,080

2.952

3.465

3.501

3.585

1.969

2.721

2.741

3.359

3 .. 545

3 .. 506

,~e..,-~.,_~

-

Pure
tone

1.779

2 .. 113

2.370

Pi.ano

:3 .. 299

:3.545

8.504

tone
"

'l'Etble 5.

'J~he rE:1lationship b1c-1twee.n frequency
(octa.ve) register and amount of
information transmitted for pure

tones (sinusoidal stimuli) and
piano tones.

'
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The higher '.f(x,y) for piano d;_:ta suggests that more
information is transmitted via pitch when the more complex piano tones are used as stimuli (with the resm·vat-

ionr:i prciviously me.nt1oned).

There a.lso appeur s to be a

sb~ong relationship between a.mount of information trans-

m:Ltted and octave reglstc=:1

1 •

.fl,ure 1nfor-niation is trans-

mitted in th~ high octave than in the low octave.

This

relationship, for the sinusoidal data at least, cannot be
ascribed to cUf'ferences in subjective loudnoss ar::, the
rnca.s1J.red db level at the headset wus constant ovE:r the

frequency 1:·cgis-h~r u.sed (:c,oo i'sppondix ·1:.) ~

l\ weaker re-

lationship in the san1e gonernl direction, also exists for
the transmission of rivno ::i:iw11.li whc:re the majority of

errors w0re those of a semitone, no error being greater

than that of a tone.
L_a t e_ncJl.,JH f fere nee s t,et_w_ee i;i Oct aves.

Despite the practice effect of at lo~st 600 responses
to first p:t•esentation. ntiwuli, octave clif'.fer1ences still
characteri.se the latencies of the second pr,.,sentation.
Separate arwl~1 :Jes of v,::iriance car•ried out for each
subject are suggestive of significant time differences

bet ween octaves ( Stie 'l'oble G. ) •
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Subject

lt., :ratio

df

---->1----~-

Significance

level
1.

;7

5 11.0

26.<190

p< .01

2.

4, 540

51.589

P< .01

4, 540

70,.980

P< .01

3.

M,,.~---o,•

...:

'

_ _,,,,,,__,,._=--~,,,,.,,~,,,."""'_,.____,..,......,._

A. .

!§!ble 6,

F ratios which c~r.:racte:rise the
response latency difference between.
octaves f'or each suh.iect on the
seeond 1,resentation.

Series Position Effects

A problem confronting the mw.ly!:lis of this do.ta was

the possibility of' tone or ch1•oma effect being confounded
with po::d tion effect.

Ho·:mver the experimental design

pBTrnitted the measurement of, and to a certain oxtent,

the controlling of t..he position var:!.able.
A measUTl:7 of the extent of confounding with respect
to latency- data \-1as obtained by (1)

11 emoving

the variabil-

j_ty due to the deviation of ee.ch. octave mean from the mean
of all second presentation data and. (c:!) conrpar ing the
"adjusted" chroma rnenns of octaves 1., 2. and 3. (G to Ft!')

with those of the "lntermedia.te" octaves 4. and 5. (cfto C)
(see 'I'ul:Jh, 7.),

8im:i.ln1.'ly f~n a.sne~isrnen.t al' position effect

was enabled through comporison of the total nu.mber of' errors

from octaves 1., 2 and 3. with those of octaves 4. and 5.

(pooling data from both presentations).

Chroma
Subject l.

G

G1f°

A

A-4t

B

C

c*

D

D*

E

F

Mean RT
~l. 2.. 3. )
(4 .. 5.)

ti*

.. 762
• 722

.968

.734

.764

.795

.8l4

.794

~801

.736

.693
• 787

.748
• 865

.685
.. 803

.843
., 935

.798
• 706

.779
• 768

.,742

.122
.162

.278
.194

.090
.1~2

.128
.2l2

.296
.108

.lOB
.. 1581

.148
.,260

.074
.,201

.,251
.208

.171
.,l46

,.179
.. 162

.266
.. 121

.899

Mean SD
(1 .. 2. 3.)
(4 .. s.)

X

+

+

X

Subjeet 2.
Mean RT

tl. 2. 3,.)

.,905

(4., 5.)
1.,309
:Mean SD
(l .. 2. 3.,)
.. 278
(4 .. 5.,)
.39l

.,837
.765

.817
.856

.781
.762

.822
.,593

.838
.. 690

.713
• 763

.776
• 726

.805
,.909

.779
.844

.809
.970

.. 796
.816

~250

.259

• 206

.443

.181
• 283

.275
.. 056

.265
.160
+

.. 183
.155
+

.212
.114

.. 124
.306

.231
.243

.223
.. 244

.,220
.269

X

.,,.

-''-

Sub;Leet 3 ..
Mean RT

(1 .. 2 .. 3.) 1 .. 360 1.377 1.030 1.593 1.507 1.509i 1.416 1.329 1.448 1.401 1.368 1.,387
(4. 5.) 1.614 1.316 1.485 1.2211.380 1.276 l.589 1.457 l.564 1 .. 667 1.,393 1 .. 292

Mean

SD

(lo 2. ·3., )
(4. 5.,)

.,313

.334

.. 436

.464

.,439

.,408

.446

.. 317

.. 379

.406

.. 3ll

.. 226

.395

.438

.439

.409

.,266

.. 338

.388

.242

.. 337

,.557

.. 328

.. 389

+

+

X

Table 7.

:X:

The extent to wbich position effects influenced mean response latency
and mean of response latenc3r stax1dard deviations for second presentation data (x denotes series extremes for G t o ~ octave series and
niid-points of c*to C octave series a..'1.d + denotes series extremes for
C#to C octave series and rnid-points of G to ~series) ..

-.J
0

.

Chroma

Subject L,

G

Total Error
(1 .. 2. 3.)

3

(4 .. 5 .. )

0

G:tt-

28
8

A

6
2

A#

l2
0

B

C

11
2

11

X

c~

0

35
20

+

+

D

12
l

Tirt;.

E

F

7
8

13

8
0

4

F#

18
5
X

Sub"'e""t
,1 "' 2 •

Total Error
(1. 2. 3.)
(4 .. 5 .. )

25
11

18

33

35

26

27

26

17

9

32

0

4

7

+

+

28
1

40

X

21
13

36

20

5
8

16
13

12
16
X

. Snq_ject 3.,
f Total Error

I, <1 ..(42.. .. 5.)
3.)
i\

I!,

19
23

38
l2

X

26
19

35
12

35
19

+

16
+

31
15

13
16

27

17

27
19

18
13
X

l

--------,
Table 8.,

The e:i,_'"tent to which position effects influeneed total error for all
series judgement sessions (x denotes series extremes for G t o t '
octave series and mid-points of C:,Fto C octave series a.11.d + denotes
series e.A.'"tremes for c•to C octave series and mid-·ooints of G to F1"

series).

-

--J

.1-'
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By comparing the series extremes of' octaves 1 .. 2. and

3. 1.1ith the rnid.,.points of octaves 4.. and 5. (for the same
chroma) it is possible to make a modest assessment of the
<~xtent of series extreme anchoring and mid-series confusion for all three va:ri.ables.

If posit:Lon effects plny

a11

important role (and past research m1ggest8 that for subjects

without AP at least, they should (Pollack 1952, 1953;
Hartmann 1954; Cuddy 1968 ) ) , the extremes of octaves 1.,

2. and 3. should be marked by faster (and consistently so)
and more accnrate responses than those of the mid-points of
octaves 4. and 5.,

A similar :relationship should also exist

for the extremes of octaves 4 .. and 5. when compared with the
mid-points of octaves 1., 2.and 3., j_f a position effect
prevails.

.Also, in the absence of chroma effects, the

Gxtremes of both octave comb.:i.nation blocks should be faster

and more accurate than their mid ... points ..
Although the subjects were told that they could use
any finger when making a response, it is possible that
differences in movement time to octave series extremes
might have lessened the magnitude of

c111y II anchor

effect"

(for latencies) due to position in series only, which
might have occurr.·c:d.

However, when the comparatively

small span of t·welve ad,iacent

II

keys" and the technical

f'a.cility of each subject's hand and finger movements
(see Appendix ?.. ) are taken. i.nto consideration, it becomes
apparent that any suc:h movement tiwe 0)ffects would be
slight@
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'.!.'here is no evidence for series position effects with
the results of [3ubject L

For Gub;ject 2. there appears to

be a slight tendency toward anchoring of extremes upon the
bases of mean latency and total error, ·whil0 di.fferences
between late.ncy standard deviations, although generfally 1n
the expected direction, are slight.

There is little evid-

ence for a position effect with the mean latency data of
S11bject 3 .. , although the standard deviations of her latencies

differ consistently in the expected direction.

There is

slight evidence for an.choring of series extremes with respect

to response accuracy.
Individual Hesults. witq_Jl!2.SQect :co the_ EJfnet:.imental H,1po=
theses.,

As a unique pattern of response is so evident in this
type of task (see Tables

3.,

7 • and

O
o.

)

,

it. is
. assen t.1a.1

that the results of each subject be related separately to
the three aspects of the expt~rimental hypotheses.

In assessing individtrn.l tone or chroma effects, it is
desirable that as mu.ch of the data be used. as is possible,.
rr.his is important when taking inferences from the results

of analyses of vnr 1.ance which a.re based upon the data of a
single subject.

F'or r•easons statec1. earlier, that aspect of

the analysis concerned wtth response latency has been confined to second presentation data ..
Due to the probable infltJ.enee of )Josition effects on
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the responries of Uub:Jects 2. and :,:1., it appeaJ'.'S necessary

to confine the investigation. further; namely to those
octaves whore to a large extent position effects must be

considered to balance themselves out (i.e. those responses
C)

which fall into the c~to c.::., register :- octaves 1.1i::,, 5,., L,,
the upper six. semitones of octave 3. and the lower six semi-

tones of octave 2.).

HowevE1r the responses of Su.bject 1.

did not appear to be influenced by position in series.

Because of this, plus the necessity for consistency, separate oalct1lations will be made : (1) utilising the data from
all five sories i.e., the frequency reg1ster from G to ff"- 2
where responses to thr:; extremities (the lm,rer six semitones

of octave 8. and the upper six semitones of' octave 2.,)

have not been controlled for position effect and (2) ut1lis:ing only those :responses whJch fall into the c~ to c2

frequency register.,
§.4.b,j_~t

J..

Mean latencies for individual tones and chromas are
given in Table 9.,

Mean respon.se latenc:;r to i...vidi vidual tones

f Oct av~-

A

G

!register

G~

.A

, ,Iii:

I\

.!.~-

J3

C

C ,#

D

ntt

F'4#:

E

F

.,863

.,933

.717

t

tti,..,.,_

1 .Lone

J.

.

'

:a

me ans

-
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""-,
•'..-,;·'
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.926 l.105
.. 699 .924
.716 .304

.886

.967 1.006

.. 786

.677

.750
.724

• 751

• 912

• 762

1c_. to c""' • 708
, (4 oct2_~1es)

• 864

• 732

1. ;5., 4 ..
2., 4.

.783

.877
.630
.621

.991
.794
.811

.784
.737
.742

.694

.819
.663

• 735

• 777

.. 676

.840

• 748

• 737

• 779

~ 673

• 792

• 754

.. 893

• 761

• 790

• 876

.735
.703

.984
• 719
.626

.. 783

• 776

• 737

.719

.849

.735
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,·me,~tn.s

,G

t;-f12

(5 0ctaves)
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Mea..'1. response lateney to (1) individual tones, (2) chromG..s for
(a) the G to 1'-2 frequency register and (b) the e • to c2
f'reqaency register fo:r. S1.1.bject
1. 0 The u11d,3rlined means are
r,
eA--treme tones (G to c, c$G to :rit"G) based on only ten (not

controlled for position eff'ect) responses.

--.J
;J'!
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Using the means given in Table f)., two :F' rati.os vrere
obtained.

'fh0 numerator of t.he first consisted of the MS

between tones G to

F4t 2

(position effect not balanced for

Eixtreme stirnu.1i) and that of the second coii.sisted. of the

MS between tni:1es c#'to c 2 (positj_on effect balanced).

'J'he

·wj_thin tone dd based on ten trials per tone, pooled f'or

all 5 x 12

=:

30 tones formed the denominator of each ratio ..

Ratios of 4.37 (35,

540 df) and 3.76 (23,

540 df) respec-

tively suggest that, while not expected by chance (p< .01)

if assumptions about independence of' observations of data
from a single subjGct are accepted, the magnitude of diff-

erences between tones is slight relative to that between
octaves where the ratio of 11S between octaves to pooled
within tone MB (4.,

640 df) of 26.49 was found,

The three tones most quickly responded towered,2
,·
in octave <)L,.' C G in octave register ~~. ,4. and d 1 in octave

register 1. ,4 ..
.i\ccording to the assumptions made earlier concerning
the operational determinants of a. :reference tone, speed of
recognition is 2.n important cri.terion.

However, in order

to establish the existence of a single reference tone, it
is not sufficie11t to merely isolate tho tone responded to
most quickly..

Such

1:1.

tone shollld also be significantly

faster than the ma,jority of' other tones.

This involves

com:parj_ng oach tone mean in ·curn with thr1 tone as::iocio,ted

77,.

with the shortest mean latency..

ons are involved.

'I'h:l.rty-fi ve such comparis-

By using DLm.n's procedure (Kirk 1968,

pp. 79-81) whi.ch maintains tho probab:ili ty of a ',rype I error

at p

:l:l

•

Ob f'o:c the ;:;et of 35 one tail comparisons (actually-

()( :::: • 05/35 ==

o

0014 is used), it was found that only those

tone means vkdch are greater than .. 872 can be considered
sigrdficantly slower than the fastest mean of ,.621 seconds
for d 2 •

This test is somewhat libe:ral in that the fastest

time is noted e ;oostc1•iori.

'l'he probab:i.lity of a 'I1ype I

error oVEir all (36 x 35 )/2 pair ·wise compa:r isons should be

mc:dntained at

.os.

As only ten of the tJ:.lirtJ-fi Vf:J means by a liberal

test are greater than ,872, suppo:rt for the notion of a
single reference tone upon the baais of speed of response
is slight for this subject.
In the manner described for individual tones, two Ii'

ratios for between chroma effects were calculated using
chroma means f'o:r tones G to f:f 2 (position effect not
balanced)..

Hatios of 3.,96 and 4.24 (:ll, fi40df) respect ...

ively were obtained.,

Chrornn means could bA considered

to differ by a greater extent than could be expected by

chance.
'I'o test the oxistence of a single reference chroma
'1'ukey 1 s H:SD procedure (Kirk 1968, pp. 88-90) was applied

for comparisons bet·1reen chroma means.

In 01:1 der to be

stEnificantly slovr9r than .,676 second.s for the D chroma,
a chroma mean would .need to exceed .. 817 for Subject 1.
However, only two of the eleVl::H1 chroma merms exceed this

valueo

Never.theless, while no one chroma may be consid-

o:red to pro(l,J.Ce f:rnter latencies than others, and hence
could not be desc1~ibed as a reference chroma, the possibility of c:1roma effect exists in the Bense that a ra.nk

ordering of chroma latencies, variability of latencies
and errors, might be consistent across octave registers ..
F'or tones in tho register compassed by octaves 4. and 5.

(with controlled position effect), the reliability, rk of
tho two latency measures (\,Hn1.'1' 1962, pp. 124-132), one

from each octave, for chroma, is .69 for this sub,ject ..
'..Cable 7. l'eveals that the D chroma j_s associatod with

the smallest over

mean :3tandard deviation.

However,

Table 8. shows that fFJWer errors are made for the chromas.;
G, A, F c:md C than for the (fastest) D chroma.

'I'here thus

appears to be little ovidence to support the hypothesis
of a single reference chroma for Subject 1.
It 1"1as also hypothesised that mo~ce than one tone may

serve as a referent.

Other possible :reference tones for

this subject could be d 1 and c 2 , but as the fastest tone
could be considered to devinte sJgnificantly from only
ten of thirty-f'ivo ton.es, these tones having longc• r lBtencies 1,rl1fm eons:LdGred 1nd:i vtdually would be faster than

79~
even fewer tones.

A ii:.coced.Ln'(c') for Jdmrtifying those tones

which, 'tcihen taken toget:twr, constitute a group having
:fe·wB:r errors, smaller variation in 1utency across trials

and fa.ster nman latencies is

requi:t ed for an adequate
1

test of t.hi.s aspect of the main hypotheses.

Mean resrlonse latencies for thl'3 G to f'#' ;: ~ and c:#' to
c 2 frequency rc·gisters are presented for Subject 2. in
'J.'able 10.

Between tone Bnalyses of variance (as conducted for
E::t1b,iect 1.) revealed a bet·ween tone effect (p

< . 01)

for

JJ,,"

f3ub~Ject 2. for both the G to f''lt ,-, frequency- register where
an F' ratio of 6. 0.5 (35, 540di') ·was obtained and the c:#'- to
rJ

c 0 regiHter wh0re an I11 r1:1..tio of 6.94 (2:3, 5"10df) was
obtatned.

Once agal.n, when compa.:red with the large F

ratio for octave differences (1-1' = 51.689), it becomes

clea.r• that thra betwE1(H1. tone effect is slight ..
The three tones most quic.kly responded to were d 1 in
octave register 1., 4 .. , :r#2 and e 2 in the uncont1 olled ex1

trem:l.ty of octave 2.

Because of the possibility of series

position effects, the tests o:f significance of the fa~Jtest

to.t:.e and chroma were restricted to the controlled c4f to c·J2
frequency register..

By rn,ing Dun.n I s procedure it was

fonnd that only those mc:ivns which are greater than ~8?:.l2

Mea.1.1 .response latency to individual tones

II :register
Oct':'ve

G

G~

1-

j Tone
'

I\

=

A#-

B

l. 067
1 .vOG
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2 .. , 4.

-~.JJo
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•,.j., •

.912 l.105
.913 .882
.653 .694
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c~

D

n'#'

E

F

F~

'

means

3 .. , 5.
l
4
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..,

.737
.782

.984 1.131
-l'.'C::l • 7~
• oo
t -1.

.,891 l.OOl l.125 1.115 l.021 1.061 i
l
,.-.- ,..
• 642
... •i::::g,.,
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• ,-.,~~
00.L
• oJ.o
" 8C4
,
.. 5--·1
o j

.785

.683

.600

.613

.. 595

.. 665

.569

• 717

.. 579

i
i

I

Qht.oma
rrt8al.'lS

--

2

tor•

i
I

.898

.809

.833

.730

.780

.675

.675

.755

.703

.813

(5 octaves)
c# to c2
.855
(4 octaves)

.774

.708

.783

.788

.784

.667

.692

.766

.797

.893

.880

e";;;/..l-0

07,.,

.861

G-

Table
10.L
• •

f
'

Mean response latency to (l) individual tones, (2) chromas for
(a) the G to f-:tt2 frequency register and (b) the e~ to e2
frequency register for Subjeet 2. The underlined means a~e
extreme tones (G to e, c 4t2 to ~ 2 ) based on only ten (not
controlled for lJOsition eff"ect)responses .•

00

C

•

81.
coDJ.d bo cor:11:d.dorecl. E,lowor tl:lc1n the fa.st est

:regi:3tm:) meB.11 of .59;3 for d 1 •

( controlled

Only rdne out o.f twe.nty-

foL1r latencies exet.Hfd this value.

As for ;\11hject 1 .. , F ratios with Md hetween chromas
£,,s rw.mcH•ato1: HGI'E• constructed.

'.fhese gave F' ratios of

.3.53 and 2.6 11, rei=.qx,ct1vely w:i.th 11 and 540df, which with
the

}I'

r;J.tio.'.:

0

1~

;? • ?f-3

and 3. 40 (11, 5''.!:0d.f) fo:r the inter-

n.ct Jon of cl:n:·ow1 and octave register, conld be constdered

o·rlJ..,• -fi-· r,~n··
(p<
,,CL. L
.
• 0·1)
. ,.. ~

HowBver Tu.key t :::

c•i·
,.,)
. G

mm )lrocedure indic-

D,ted that no ono chroma could he considered Bignif'icantly
~_:J.oW(3:r' them B., the fastest (controlled) chroma.

~Chis,

together with thJ signifieant ,"..1woma x octavo register
Loteraotion and rk of o.o, J)i'.::l)lndes the pofrnibLLity of
;3.n,y

consistency of latencies between octrwe T.E1gisters ..
~~::ible ? • sh.011:1 that th.G over all .:::1.djusted mean standard

dev:l.ati0n of 1-Tte.ucies for the B. chroma Js smaller than
D.11 other sLJ.ch mGasLn:es (for this subject), bllt taken

sepa:r.utely the octave ,1. and

s.

me,.rn ::;tandrti.'d deviation of

• 056 :L~, somewhat smaller thnn thci corresponding meas1.1re for

octaves 1~,

~~ ..

series posit:Lon.

and 3., of' .275, sagge.st:Lng the infl:uonce · of
0. i.'C'!c:icts.

'J:h1~, subjeot made no errors when

.rosponding to the JJ ch:1.10.ma i.n tho context of octaves 4. and
r-'
u.

( cJl -t·'L

of the r:et

·P
C).,_

11
·;,_

0

tr --<~--0
i ~ -1 c• )

'

lmt made

~~6

errors in the

coutoxt of uctavos 1., ~]" and 3. (out of the set of 60
triuln) su.gc;e::rt:lng tho l:i.l(c 1ihood that anchor e:ffects
0

82.

t

OJ)OJ~ a 80,~

. cllI'omD :tn octaves 4. and
on \:>11:LD

s.

(see 'table 8.)

\,Jhe.n total eJ'.'rot i.:3 considt':1:red, however, it is seen that
thf, i~: chroma (with 13 01::1:ors out of the set of 100 trials)

:Ls associated with lr0ss error than the B cb:roma ..

Evi.denuo for :i:efe1 enee tones r,11i.th :eoi-;pcct to each
1

aspect of tho expc~:r.imenta1 hypotheses ts the11 e:fore lacking
:Ln the recor;n:it.ion :cespon£::es of Su.b;ject 24

:u.•
Again, between tone var.L:i1.ce could bn eon:;j_de:red
::;rc"Jate1• tha.:1 within tonr::3

rf-2

of 6. 70 (35, G40d.f) :fo~r the G to
,,rid
'..,

r

c.

') 9

tJ01)(.)

i::-,1""···1··,)
·"'-."•
,J.,
J.l.,i

0 'J
( C,,1·:_),_

(P< .01) with Ii' ratios
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these 1:atio:3 are small.
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liean response latency- to (l) individual tones, (2) chromas for
(a) the G to t#-2 fr-sqiJ.ency register and (b) tl.1.e c~ to c 2
fr2q'.1e.n.cy register for Snbjsct 3., ThG tmder·lin.2d :J.eans .s.re
2:xt;re.m.s tones (G to e, ci:t2 to f# 2 ) based on only ten C1ot

controlled for position effect) responses.,
(<;
;v.)'

.

w:ith 11 and E40d?)

1ire1•0

obtained from the cll!'omH rn.evns.

int0:cact:lo.1v1 bet-ween chrona and. octave reg5.f1ter
obta:Lned
n

to c':::.

P< .. 05), :1long wtth a negl:Lgible

GcluCl.o the posi:::Lbility of a ch_roma effect

across cctavcu ..
'J.1h:ls su·:);ject :nade only one error ~./'.nGn responding to
the C chroma in tbG context of octaves 4. and 5. (out of
thE, set of 40 tr :Le.ls), but made 28 errors in the context

of' octaves

1.,

~?,.,

and 3. (011t of the Eiet of 60 t:rials)

SJ.ggesting the po~rn:lbil:ity that anchor effects were operr.t:Lng Jn th8 eon'LE:xt of' cJctavcn

~.D

._:nd 5.

Again, evidence for ref ranee tones with respect to

recognition responses of Subject 3.

CHAP'11.&iR 4 -

GENEHAL DISCUSSION

Accuracy of recognition, whether related in informational terms ( Pollack 1952, 1953 ; Ward 195~3) or number
of errors (Hartmann 1954, Cuddy 1968, Brady 1970), has

been found to be an import;:mt determinant of AP.

Simil-

arly, it has rxen claimed that immediacy of recognition

is an important aspect of

11

(Hevesz 1953, Bachern 1955).

gennine absolute pitch 11
Unlike the former criterion

however, there appear to be no reported investigations

of absolu.te :recognition of tones ·where decision or

recognition time was employed as a dependent variable.
Although a stimulus to subsequent theory and research

(Cuddy 1968, Brady- 1970), the reference tone hypothesis

as it relates to persons with AP (Seashore 1938) has
never been subjected to empirical test.

It was thus the

primary aim of this investigation to detc• rmine whether a

study of

ntifications of tones and speed of response

sc:tggested the use of internalised reference tones on the

part of subjects with AP.

Accordingly, an experimental

p:r.ocedL1re was employed in order to measure the extent to
which three musicians demonstrating a high degree of

ability in the recognition of piano tones, made use of
reference tones v.rhen identifying pure tones.
In fornmlating the expurimental hypotheses, two

iwsu.mptions were made concerning the validity of using

the criteria: accni1acy and latency of response as indi.oes
of inferred reference tones.

'I'hese were:- (1) that refer-

ence tones ,,.rould be responded to more a.ccu.rately than

other tones and (;>,) that reference tones would be resrionded
to more quickly than non reference tones.

It was then

hy1;othesised that in the context of the thirty-six adjac-

ent semitones lying aboL1t middle

c,

one, or a small

number of tones or chromas, ·would be responded to

fie-

antly fastor, and more accurately than the remaining tones"
In designing the order of presentation of stimuli,
tb.e experimenter failed to anticipate th0 considerable
inflnence that practice had upon ro::;ponse latency~

rhe

1

balanced nature of the design did not allow for any task
familiarity apart from that experienced in the tone familiarisation series.

By a.bout the fourth session, the

"lovelling 11 effect of practi.ce t1pou Lxtencies across tones
v1as becoming apparent..

However, error rate seemed to be

unaffected by practice,

c.•

.lthough it is possible that

acc1.1racy ':Jas traded for : :;

ed during the second presentat-

ion of the five octave series.

Because of the large pres-

entation difference with respect to lntencies, the major

analysis of I'(3Sults was confined to second presentation
data.
Heference Tone or 'J'ones.
....

-,~~,..,;;;,,:;."-'-"---·..;..;;,;~

Ha.ttH• r than to,ke the tom,) associated with the loWf.3St

87 ..
pGrcen.tage error (wh.ore, because of the a.11-or-nom, nature

of tho (hlta, several tones would be associated with the

same amount of error) and relate that to the mean latency

of response for the ten trials of that tone, the mean
latency of response to each stimulus, regardless of error
was used as the major criterion.
Although analyses of varian.ce revealed a between tone
latency effect for all snb~jects, this was slight when com-

pared ·with the 1Ei.rge effect of octave differences (Table

6.).

Also as the tone responded to most quickly was not

significantly faster than the majority of other tones, it
appears unlikely that the sub,jects made use of a single

ref<arence torw

a small numbor of reference tones as
'il"--

operationally defined.
11he above conclusion is drawn with the following

reservatlons.
(1) Because accuracy and imrnc0diacy of recognition seemed positively related to frequency,

it is possible that a reference tone could
lie outside the upper extreme of the stimulus

set.

This is, however, improbable, as even

for the twD f1:?male subjects, f~ :Ls near the
top of the normal soprano range (if voice

experlence plays an important :role) and each
octave of the stimulus set is experienced

88.

more often on the picmo than ( for example)

the octave abovo the range employed.

The

relationship between identifiability and
frequency can probably be traced to the
ti.rnbre of the stimulus .(as will be discussed
later).
(~J)

rt

is possible that the reference tone, if

one exists, falls in the

11ppt:;r

extreme of

the stimulus set (o#' 2 to r# 2 ) where no

controls f'or position in the octave series
w0Jre exercised.

The fastest tones for

8Llb,jects ~~. and 3. fell in this range (see
'.CabJoslO. and 11.), but application of

Dt;nm' s p11 ocedure did not suggHst that these

tones were responded to more qcLi.okly than the

majority of remaining tones.
In desj_gn:J.ng the c3xperiment, an attempt was

made to measure and control those effects

which are a function of posj_tion within an
octave presentation ser:i.es (Hartmann 1954).
Nevertheless the attempt at measurement was

rather crude 0s it was concerned primarily
wtth differences between extreme and mid-

series responses, the points Hhe:re the
largest differences dne to posit:ton effects

could be expEH:rted to occur.

1Iowe VE-)r, position

effects could well .tnfluence the whole range

of stimuli within a series (Pollack 1952)_
Also it is lilmly that position effects are
inflnenced by differing amounts of interpolated practice (e.g. th01 e were eight
1

sessions between the first and second pre-

1.,

sentations of octave

compared with no

interpolated sessions for the first and
second JXr:esentations of octave 5.).

Position

effects could be oon-t11 ollr)d by rearranging

octave series in such a manner that each tone
evuntu.ally occurs as an extreme (given a technique for controJli.ng practice effects), or
else tr1ey cot11d be minimised by including
the entire stimo.lus set in a single series

rn:esentution.

In the former case the total

number of sessions reqnh'ed would be prohib-

itive.

In the latte1

1 ,

if movement time is

controlled by the use of a voice operated

switch (so that the subject merely gives the
note label and indica,tes the octave registe1• ),
there :remains the poss1bili t;y of octave errors
(Bach.em H:1fi6), unloss tb,ese disappear with

practice ,i1en sinusoids are used (as sugg-
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cc3sted by Ward (1963a) ), and the probability
of anchor effects operating at the extremes.

W1th position effects fully controlled as in
the first case, reference tones might be
morereadily identified.
(3) 'J.'he use of pure tones may have precluded the
isola.t5.on and measurement of reference tones

in experiment 2.

As Ward (1963a) makes quite

clear, "absolute pitch" is not necessarily the

same as

11

absolute piano 1• .

genuine absolute pitch"

11

1

In discussing
Hevesz (1953) and

Ba.chem (1955) differentiate between what
Rev<:1sz calls "special eav for pitch 11

,

which

is restricted to a limited range of timbre and
"universal genuine absol11te pitch", which is
largely independent of timbre.

Although

specific operational ~riteria are not provided by Hevnsz and Bachern, it appears likely
on the basis of her markndly superior performance on the udjustment task (see 'ra.ble 2.)

and on the sinusoidal :r.'eco=:nition tasks (see
1'::.i.bles

•:,
cJ •

'

and 8.), that aub.ject 1 ..

possesses the latter type of ability (98.92%
of her :responses falling within one semitone
of the stimulus - Table 4.).

91 ..
However, ·whatever type or degree of AP they
possessed, these subjects were not u.sed to
working wlth pure tones.

'J:hey transmitted

rno:r:e information when identifying piano

stimuli (Table 5~).
It is possible that given enoL1gh practice for

s1xled and accuracy of response to bErnome

asymptotic, :Ldentification performance might
reveal. reference tones as operr1tionally
d.ef'inod.

They are, however, more likely to

be isolated where carefully controlled complex
tones approxim,stting more familiar rnusicD.1
souncis, a:r•e employed as stimuli.
(4) All stimuli 1,,rere presented according to IS.
'L1he results of o:x:per:tment 1. (see '_i1abl0 2.)
Hhm.Yed that Subjocts 2. and 3. gene:rall:~r re(ll'odLwed toncrn that were flat of' IS, su.ggest-

inc that their
of IS.

II

internal standards" are f' lat

On the basis of these results one

would expEict tones to be often misidentified

a,s being sharper tha.n they D.ctually are
(Table 4. ) •

Hotrever the tendency to make

more +l semitone errors than -1 semitone
errors, apparent for all subjects, is not
considered great enough to be of importanoeo
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c,
n
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t.').

correctly identified a

high por centt1.ge of the plano t:/cimuli at IS
(see Table 1.) cornpured v.d.th the large

percentage of' e1 rors made when respondi.ng to
1

si.rmsoids at IG (see 'I'able 4. ), suggesting

that variance of internal standard from IS
ls not an impo1:tant variable in its elf., but

that a complex ln.teraction between timbre
(or lack of it)' disparity from

IS

c1nd

emphasis on speed has lea.d to a greater

number of misident:Lf:Lcct:l.ons on the part of

thE'se subjects.

'rhis may have lead to a

mas !c:.ing of any reference tone effect in the
responses of at 1e,,1st Subjects 2. and 3.

(5) The latency d.ata was unnJyrwd by considering
latencies to stimuli, regardless of the
:r:csponse made.

It could have been analyse.cl

by consider:i..ng the timo for each response

tone, regardless of tho .-:;tJmulus to which it

was made.

Also, :i.t eou1c1 have been analysed

by considering only those times for correct

identifici0tions.

Employment of each of' the

alternntive methods of analysis could have

led to th~ identification of reference tone
effects.
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'l.'here are two riosDj.bJ.3 ways in which a chroma effect
could have mnxiifcisted itself.

(a) A 1•eference chroma could ex:Lst to the extent
that one ch.rorna is. :rE:sponded to more
quickly and accurately than others#

However,

for latencies, the small between ch_,":'oma

variat:lon re1ati ve to within tone vuriabili ty,
together w1.th tho :f.:tnding th;it no one chroma
Hflpears to he d:Lffe~rent f1!om the rnajor:tty of

others, saggests that ev:ldence for the existern-:e of a single rEd:'erence chroma :ts lucking.
(b) Although a singlo rf)ference chroma may not

exist, a chroma effect could be srcdd to exist
::l.f there j_s ag:roernent? noross octaves, in

the ran.Ir ordering of chroma latencies.

ever, on tt1e basis of

;:1

How-

low reltability of

1atenc1es across octave• registers for Sub~jeots
0

L.1
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notion that the ohromas resnonded to most
qutckly in one octavo are also reSTlOnded to
most qutc.kJ.y in a110ther.

'l1he moderately

large rk of .69 for Subject 1. fm~gests that

this sL1h:j ect l(t:Lght res pond to chroma in a

"'t e, ---\.Yl':C r-·n"'
J .. ~} J.~0

to mean

i·,i·
1 r11·iE'
_(,~
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tency) across oetuve :t't,gir1ter s.

Overall, however, there is insufficient
evidence to su·11port the expc:d.montal hypo••
theses with ;re~:

to

·

c1.

reference chroma ..

~r11e rosor·vations expressed conctn'ning the
luck of support fo!' the hypothesc:ls with

ros~ect to a reference tone or tones, also
apply· to consicJerutions of d.1roma effects.

In udd:LU.on,

tr1u

small nma.bc1· of octave

r·ungcs enq lc.,yed, probably leGnened the
1

likelihood of cl.tr·orna effects being demon--

:.,tr uted.
i1/he n

related to the ft.n.dings of ./\llen (1967)

nud ·Uw t bGor :Lsing

01'

Buchet11 CLD55) who

e;,rp\:ws:Lse the sirnilu:i.1 ity of octave (2d)
r•elation;:;hi.p::i for· musicians awl musicians
with gennine AP ret-qJoct :L ve.ly, the pre1 ent
results ure qt1ii:e ineompatible.

1::Lther the

e f :f'cct s uf freq LlC.ncy rcgistur, pJ• ·1.ct tee-::,

t Jmbre, pit ch s b.:11.cford, se:r le s por: it ion and
futigue, separc.it:ely or in combtrnxti.on, have

d:Lctated the results obsu:rVE'Jd, wlth between
tone or chromn ei.'fec-/.:s '()1ay:i.ne; n fiomewhat
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served ~o mask consister~ error or latency
<-H~fe• ct s for ton<:'!S across octaves.

Becau.se of the aJ.srirop01 tionate influence of pract1

ice across pre sen.tat ion::.i, latency data could not be
pooled in the mannc::ir o:r:l.g::tna11y intfmded.

'I'hus in the

second presentati.on data (whicb is rwmewhat less variable

exten.t, confounded.

fl.,ny octave dJf:fe1'ences observed.

cou.ld thus be a jotnt function of practice ei'f'ects and
octave register.,
~Phere is evj_dence for reaso.nctbly large and consist-

ent octave effects in the second presentatton latency
.1..
d cu,a

(

1 l
•
1 1 , cne
,
1.ao
e r'\)•,·) 1n
v1a·c

m

.L

•
~.
2 and 4. are
.01g
..f1II occaves
·,.

Ii t

ge.ner ally responded to rno:t't=) ::eap:i.c'lly, while the

octaves 3. and 5.

a:rG

II

low"

generally responded to more 1:ilo·wJ.y

( see F'igm•o l. and 'l1 ab1e 3. ) .
Contrary to th.e Y'cmk u1.,de:r (from slo1.,•.rest to fastest)
01
0

f-J.
..,

//

r-.c

•. , ')
(~

ft)

1

,

1.vhJch would be e::qJeC':tPd tf practice alone

1,vere affecti.ng results, a ran!dng of 3

E,

enced by the moan late.notes of' Sub;JE'lct. l.

faster than octaves 3., 2. and 1 .. ; octave

1 2 4 is evi.d ...
Octavo 4q ts
;),ft

:ls faster

than octave 1. and octave 8. is ~,1owor than octave 5.,
demonstrating an almof,t d.:Lrect relationsh1p between
mean latency and oota.ve r0igiEiter.,

'.C'he rank ordering of
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tho othf31'.' ~,ub;jectr,

1

meun 1,d(:ncd.es appear to .r.efloot the

in:t.'lnonce of p1'::Jctice mo1•e than th<~) effect
:r.c• gister.

of octave

Ho•.,.rovcn:, '\ 1hen total er:ror (poolocl across
1

ic• ·tq1··e··1
,ct,_},.~.1.

l')J'C)C!e·1'•r1•
l . -:..}._., 1 Le 1Li·•1·0··1··,)
1 ,:1

_ 1.':

·ivi·,·
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~-"1..l .,\) L
.{ o , '.:.•1 ra't:1'0•1.
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('P•:1ble
':) ) ;
~-·c
1~)n

it 1.s shown that the lo14est octave invariably prodIJ.ces
the, g11 eatest amom1,t of e.1•rcn: 1.vhtle the least amonnt of'
error is always a~Jsoci.ated \f:Lth one of the high octaves:
2. o:r. 4.
'I'he lack of
octave regist.e1

1

d
:i0

re1aLLonshi.p bt~b,rf:ien mean latc:o.ncy and

or Su.hjuc:ts

:?.. 2md 8~ may hcc'Ve resL1lted

ing as they became increasingly d1~3enchantQd with the
e:x:pE',r1.mental -t;,1:;k.

It we.s noted that a.11 subjects

apptH1red to ffx:po.r ience eons1do:cable d:i.~J comfort and a
oe:r·tain amotmt of f:ru::,t:i:aLLo.n in at teJnpting to identify
the stinmll of the low·est oetave (oetave ;::i. ).
P}
, ·
.... Ol,11)

(]
cv,·
, .....
,",01 \)

c;;c.o.tecl <• Vidence which sugget1t s that

the pitch of tones is det(.:::I•mined hy h:lghe:e pa:i:it:la..ls as

1 -f'
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is
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becomes obviour:1 uhy the lower octaveti are associated with

longer hxtencie s 1/rhen sin.urrnidal st imul:l are used~

~L'he

f'llndamenta.l frequency (vil·tually the only sound wave
geue:r.1ated b:/ tile oscl.llato1 usod) i~; ttw.Ll a les~3 sign.if1

icant determinant of pitch

the lmrer octaves than it

is :Ln the h:Lgh octavos.

Th.:i.;:t evidence L:; ~,.uyi[)OJ'tod by

thG r:::reate::e unif'o:cmi.ty of

8Y'Y.'

or· s acros n octaves ovJ.denced

in tho piano data when cumpn:cfid w1th the sinusoidal data

employed .in e:::per iment ;~, did not pl'l'.l::'nd. t an u.dequate
test of tho hypoth.Gses 1 pnrttrmlarly :ln the lower octave

regi.ster s.

'J'his stu.dy o.1so attomptod to detenn1ne how a.ccurately
and roliably sub~iects po~;::;o;--:1stng AF could reproduce

target tone:3 such us mtd.dle

c,

1:elat.i.rig the attributer:;;

of rep:r.oduct:i.on and .rocogn.i.Uon of 1::iitch whore possible.
The former ns~ c ct has bc:e.n covered :Ln Chapter ~3.

the lutter, u definite pattern has emerged.

As to

There is a

relationtJhip bot1,1Eon. the tun attr.ibutes as demonstrated
by tho rank ord0ring of subjects' proficiency at both

tasks.
SubJect 1. 11as obvi.ous1y s1J.1JU:J.or on both t,:1sks
(see ';'; blcB :~. nnd ·1.• ), fuLLm1od in turn by Uubject il.
, · 1·'-..
r1
d.t

1,,o.,c:... ·l; lr
:J ,

who '..'.'GquLced terrt-tones j_n the

1'eproduction tnsk and demon:cd::eated the g:r.•eab:rnt error
and longest l.etency of a.11 sub:jects in the reoognition

In ord61' to eval1w.t<'" tho :pe:cfor·mtmce of the subjects

of this
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to tones of one or more octaves wb.ere the harmonic compexi ty of the BU.rnulus :Ls sy·stematJcally vvried..

As

stated et,rlie1•., musicians d.eal almost exclusively with

complex tones in their everydB.y rnus1.ca.1 en.vj_ronment.
Hesearc.h is llEJeessary in order to assess the role of
timbre in the i:naldng of' alJsolute judgements of •pitch,
'.l1he role of' prectic,~ in such a task might be

fruitfully studied by constructing a non-mas.i.cal equal~·

interval scale and subjecting non-rnnsically trained,
musically trained persons without AP and those with AP,

to a tra.i.ning procedure in the recognition of tones

from the no.n-musica.l scale.

'l'hG role of reference tones

might be studied by making the mc!thod of training in such
a task an independent var ieble.
11 A

The tr0atments: (1)

training" (Cuddy 1968), (2) absolute judgements with

feedback and (a) absolute judgements with.out fm3dback

could be ar111lied to subjects 1)f the above groups.
The s:lgnificance of cb:rornn in the making of absolute

identLfieations of pitch (taken for gt'an:ted by Brady (1970))
could be investigated by (1) using t'epetiti ve and non•-

t'epetitive letter o:r. numeral tone names and (2) 1rning

the inclusion of ;.?.:1 relationships among frequencies
(e.g. eight tones plus eight othe1· s repeated a.11 octave

above, cornparr~d with eight ton0s plus eight others having

no such

11

chromau 1·elation.ship) as independent variables,
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:relattng resuJ.t ::.: in ir1fo:r nut ionu.1 to:crif.i.

i~,.

,, 1:·) )
( ·1.,';)._

If Bachc:w' :3

'
1 ogy
-cy-yio

Of

'
1 L1XQ
'
UPS!J

11itch co1J.ld

be gJ.vfln some cwpJ:ric.::iJ. Hf>ld.icu.tion, the type of uf:fects
prc::,dJcted b;i,r tlJ.C: jfC'esent hypotheses might bo expected of

this; abili.ty '.l.D oGtensib1y b::\Se:::d upon. vocal or au.ral

stand.vrd ( L c. a re f'c:ronce ton€).

11
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If sufficient er i teria

be pot~:::: tble t;o det<;rm:l.ne the

compcirutive j_mportnncE: of refeTenee ton0::; for ec1dJ. group

in rnukinc jJiunttfte:E,t:ion:::, of tones ln ttKi contoxt of

The invosU.gflt:tcin.G o:C Cuddy (H)68) and to some

extent

Pollac.k (195:J) an(! D:tacl.y (HY?O), r·cprurent the only attempts
rnude tu apply ruference to.no theory enip:Lr ically.
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anchors (a

I

Cuddy I s

nnd the

]iooled for a.11 .1\-~

t1•uinsd l:i,::teuer~:; on the J_,u~/cLcst (fir;e :] .. , p.1075).

It

latency dntB. for ::-inch Sl1bjcd,~, 1·e-vea:L0-,d a pnt tern similar
to trE:t ob:::01:ved £'01° t.l1c <H'ror data a.nd Lf this vatto:rn

psrsisted with subnequent practice of tho posttest, or

btorn of nncho~s persisted
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assumptions mrui0 at tba outset of Chuptor 1. ars valid,
at least for -U10::w trainc•d in the 1·ccogn.ition of one tone.
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it is probable that the

standord of profici0ncy at LEdnuc1 by those five, approxim-

designation.

Ho:-:t vrcbD.bly the sub.jects of this study,

posses sing recogniU.on ab:i.1.ity akin to

:is

gont_dne ubriciJ.cd;e

pi tch 11 did. not cxhi bit tho h,~rpot hE) sis Eid pat;tern of'

response for ono of the following reasons:
(1) cluj:\u:euce tonOi:I are rwt US(:)d by those

response latency and percent error.

ma,'3 k tho.r1 to i.solHto mcaun:i:• abl.o re fc~ro.nce
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APPENDIX

I •

Table showing the Octave Nomenclature and the Note Names
associated with the Frequencies of tlie Tempered Twelvenote Scale at IS (R6v,sz 1953, p,253)

TONE TABLE I
Tempered Twelve-note Scale for c 2 , c 1 , C etc,
(a 1 ~ 440 vibr, per sec,)

~MJ~l ~ I;,-~ : I; l ; l : -: : ~ : -~
Ratio lo C
1 3ubcontr:M,cta,·c
i Contrn-o~to,·c•
Grcnt c,cin,·t"
Smnll '-11:lnw
!•line ocla.vc
2•1inc: oclnvc
3-JincuclR\'c
4-iinl' octn\'c
s-Jinc octave
6-linc octDvc

1•00000
Ci
C1
C

(#

d

-~~59·1~

,fm46

.16·.n
32•70
65•.p

17•32 /
34-•G5

18·35
36·71

Go•so

7y42

138·59
a77,i8
554•37
1108•73

146·83
293·66
58r33
1174·66

1?:217•.1G

2349-32

130•81
c1

c'

261•63

t3

523•25
10-46•,:o

c1

2093•00

c'

4186·01 4434'9:! 4698·6.1
8372•0~ . ~~~-3-~+. 9397•27

,s

I

d~

~

I

t

J~

I

-;.~~''--!-' •259~:- ~~;;-r--;.~,-:;;;~
19'•l3
3/l•l::9
77,7r.
155·56
311-r3
6:12•25
12.t-1•51
qCg•o:?
4978•03
995G•oG

20·60
4i·20
81·4t
164·81
329·63
659·26
1318•51

21°83

698•46
1396·91

:zGJT02

2793•83

23·r2
4fr25

,13•65
87•31
174·61
•349·21

,:274·0.1 ,s87·6s
105,1S·oS -~+~I7S'3.~

n:2·50
185-0o

I

369·9r,
739·99
J.l7fn1U

g

~

1·49831 _ 1•5U7.~".._
24•50

49•00
98•00
196•00
392·00
783·99
1567"98

::i~59·!)£i
313S•9G
5919·91
6271·93
I 10~9·0:?__ 125.$3•85

2~·9G
51·91

w3·0J
ao7·6::;
,p5·:10
O.w•GJ
1GG1•2:l
33:22•,H
664-1-·88

13-.?8n·75

a

~

_'.~G~~-

<•73180

1·88775

~j

27•Jo - ~
ss•oo
58·27
61·7411
110·00
116·5:1123·47
2.20•00
233•08
246•!)4 !
4 0•00
4GG·1G
49J•8'!i;
8S0•001932·33
9S7•77
1760•00
il!G-t·GG
1975·53,
3520·00 37:29·31
395t·o7:
7040•00 7-158·6:2 7902•13 j
qo8o•oo 14917•:?,t. 158.04•27

I
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APPENDIX 2 ..
Sq~l"'.lf:!'.:Y ..Qf. RCLltLlts •q~_Ifil21:.~-~a!Y.

£9..!!.duoted wi~~_.§_4l?jeo~~1., 2o und 3.
Sul',jec·t 1. · Subject 2.

Criteria

Subject.].

25yrs iOmths

30yrs 5mths

5 years

6 years

4 years

17 yee,rs

11-12 years

17 years

Age first learn~
ed organ.

16 years

24 years

Length of time
learnod organe

10 yea.rs

1yr

violtn ( 1yr)
voice (4yrs)

:f'lu:iie ( 1yr)

Age as at 1.6.70

31yrs 8mths

Date interview.
administered.

14.6,70

Age first learn~~

ed piano.
Le,ngth o:f time

learned, pi'ano.

Other instruments learned.

violin ( 5yrs)
voice (1yr)
choir work.

o:rga:uis·i,; w1.d

choirmaster

4 mths

voice (9mths)
recorder
( 9m·ths).

(3yrs)
timpani ( 1yr
8m.th:J) •

Known ooourrenoe of AP in

No.ne

None

None

faihily M.,.srtory.

Age discovered

9 or 10 yrs

had

{
'

\,

e.bo1:rt 5 years

in aural test) note

when ic1sk1~d

to name degre€il of scale
namel\ notes

instee.d)
SJ:H::H.::1ific tones

ee.aier to ideritif'y ori. r~ome
i;:H:rtrume:trt a.

Ueed to - not
so much :now -

Yes.

airigs to

check - more
ce :{'t.e,in of

piano tones.
·r-,• ,.

s·t:ringiJ,
whiatli:ng,

l'iano,
0 r g fHt 1

WrJodwind,

·. ifia.bil:l;ll,i/

voioe, 1-:ic~no
org:1ln 11 timpani, ·belli 1

( 8}~.aie lrt to

woodwind~

Re,nk orl"\er:Ln;,;
of in:;;trument~

11.Hno

a.ooordi:ntc to
f:H:l.$~ of' id.ent-

strings(unoertain)"

hardest).,

ier to i.d-euti.fy
thar1 <:rt he1•s

Niiddle range
CnrJt si..:tre)

c 1 -rfJ.. yecy

ea$y = o·t;her

Cs as well

(A :not ·bad,
DAIi' tit B i.7 a

muddle ..

(ranked from
efasiest to

er to reoogrlimJ - difficn:tl·!"iy in ex-

hardeEl't).,

tremti"l s.

Note - <rnlour
1;1,ssocia.tions •

Nona - A
hLve colour
th violin~

Key Ewd. oalour/
r,,!,t

s

111.
tibns.

text-books vague,

colour
tion, little
associations. emotional
differentiation.

Highest music-•

T3a.che lo:r of

nl degree or

Music .,..

diploma posse:c.1-

L.H.A.M.

sed.

( tciachirig,

L.T.O.L,
(performing
organ.) giain~

F. T. C. L. ( per-

forming, piano)
L. H. ~J.M. ( performing' piano~.

piano).

during Nov-

L.fLS.M. (per- ember
f orm:hng, 11iu:no

' •' ( r.)erF, .T
, . a• L
·
·
·_·r_

1970.
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APPENDIX 3.
The Construction of the 1/16th tone Seal~
used in Experiment 1.
The frequencies of tones in the tempered twelvetone scale based on a 1 ~440 Hz form a geometric se~ies

such that the ratio of the frequencies between the nth
1?.,---

and (n-1 )th semi tones in the series is equal to v '2

;

i.e. in terms of the logarithms of frequencies, the
interval between adjacent semitones or the unit of the
scale is (log 2)/12.

This scale unit can be divided into a number of
equal logarithmic intervals, and if divided into eight
equ~l logarithm steps, the interval between adjacent ith
semitones (1/16 whole tones) is (log 2)/12 x 8; (log2)/96.
The frequencies of ½th semitones thus form a geometric
aeries such that the ratio of the frequencies of the nth

and (n-1)·th ith semitones is '1-o/<r.

On this basis ½th

semitones were calculated and the accuracy of subject
adjusted oscillator reproductions of the fundamental
frequencies of tones from the tempered 12 tone scale
at IS described in terms of the number of 1/16th whole
tone (¼-th serni·tone) intervals or steps the mean reproduced
frequency deviated from the fundamental frequency of
those tones.
The ¼th semitones adjacent to a• ==440 are given in
the figure below.

The figure also indicates the frequency

113 ..

ranges for tones falling within a quarter whole tone, and
a semi tone above a.nd below a I at IS.

* b'

I

al

I

a,;l;\"-i

I

I . I
I .l
I
I
I I . I I I I
I
+ 415 418 421 424 427 430 434 437 440 443 446 450 453 456 459 463 466
I

§ thin

a

¼ tone

above and below a 1 I

within a semitone above and below a 1

*

semitones.

+

½thJ~emitones (rounded to whole hertz).
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0 "ec1'f. 4 c·~1·
ns c·~c
~~-~·

i,',J!.., .

Mu:h'

nd K-12G--/\

decade oscillator

..L ·.

Frequency a.ccuraey 50!:rn to J.Okhz
• 02;0.
:·.,c
,,·r C'.;
•••),'J. "·•·1 ,: t~-_, 1-1 Ll8.'r1C,7'
..,
,_,
y +
- (') •)c:l
r:, ;~' ·_,!_·J··e""'
-- .!.

~}:

t,,·

_1,,

I)

hour.

Harmonic cont2nt <1:< 1hz to 220
khz.

Measured s • .11.1. on National
Bureau of Stana~rds 9A coupler
( 6 c.c.) 90hz to 80~ hz absol1Jtely flat et 84 db - 3db at the
Grason-Stadler headset.
Advance S.Ci. 66
oscillator.

Loudness level similar to that
fo:l'.' the Muirhead.•

G:r:1,rnn,-~Jtndle:r. t:1pe HDl
hea.dset with :-l c. c.,
earro.nffs.

')
Used in exper iaie.rJ.t '-'•

'
Hosiden DH-O5GT-8 f::n:ereo.

IJsf'ld

in exr1er tment 1.

8{). headset.

t iJTiffl'.' •

+·- one count on the last figure
+ a fraction uf not more than
one part in u million.

Grason-Stadler type E-800 audiometer.,

After a few preJiminary diff-

HoaetJ.n.n.-'.f'ime Inst:;:•nment

Accuracy

.3x '.L'imer

Accuracy = 'I'i.me +

Marconi 'l'F'c:::4JA cou.nb.:'r /

Ersteline-Angus 20 pen
recorder.
lay box.

-

icLJ"lties tho whito noi.Ge was
pre:3ented at 85db (as switched
up on the andto:w_)to:r).
+
:::::
'J'ime

5%

5'}o1
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,_ .....
··1 nt'('Cl
( r''ot·J.L
,•. J )
,j

..

JJannonium response kqrbo[1N1
mounted on a dex:lon lt'.l:O frame
at dEi s);, 1(~, ve1 td.th a. rc-rrvca.ble
finger-rest 12 semitones in
lr, n :: l: l i l·kd. di, w.i.t: h :, . :,:r. Jen
oxtl'(rniity 111arkGl'::l (scio Photo
1.) ~1urv<1d to doni:u:

to the

octave series being presented.

F'oLU: comnh:t(-:? oc laves c:1{-

posed to-view (see Photo
1
'l',.•12 Jve pin plt1g could
&

)

•

be placed i.n any position
t·1ithin tho 2pan of 36 adjac-

ent semitones (see Photo 1.),

'l'he hurmonitm1 response
key bob.I'd, showing the

finger rest and the
twelve pin plug ..
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APPENDIX 5.

Instructions to Subjects
Experiment 1.
Instructions and Procedure for
the Pitch Estimation experiment

1.

S. is seated in front of oscillator.

2.

The knob labelled "frequency" can be manipulated to
Today I

produce a wide range of different pitches.

want you to estimate some notes which I will ne.me
and play shortly.

This can be done by turning the

knob clockwise and anti-clockwise.

3.

Place headphones on

s.

(or get them to) with knob

turned to about 150 c.p.s. - adjust db level for
comfort.

4.

Move the knob clockwise - notice how the pitch gets
lower, turn i•li as far as it will go.

This point will

be termed the "low extrE::?me".

5.

Now move the knob an-ti-clockwise - notice how the
pitch gets higher.

Turn it as far as it will go ..

~bis poin·I; will be termed the "high extreme"~
6.

Shortly I will be asking you to find a certain
note.
and

11

You will make your judgements from the "high"
low" extremes alternately.

Once you are in the

region of the no·te you are trying to find, you ma.y
make fine adjustments olookwise or anti-clockwise.
Notice how you can make such fine pitch adjustments.

7.

When I t

the

:i t
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your mind but please don't sing ito

8.

Remove headphones.

9.

I want you to make 20 estimates of this note, 10
from the "high extreme" e.nd 10 from the "low extreme 11
11

high 11 and "low" alternately.

10. When you have found the note, take you hand off the
knob and then say right.

This will be the signal for

me to take a frequency count.

Wait until I say ,

"high" or ttlow 0 or "right" before making the next
judgement.

11. The first note I want you to judge is Middle

a.

I

will present Middle O to you according to starnlard
pitch.

Do not worry if this tone does not sound

like Middle Oto you.

When you are finding Middle 0

make your estimates according to what you know as
Middle

a.

12. Any questions?

Remember to say "right" when you've

taken your hand of :f ·l;he knob.

13. Using frequency counter - find c 1 =262 - place headphones on subject then get subject to turn the knob
anti-clockwise to the "high" extreme.

14. Find Middle C for me please~
15,

s.

does so - says "right"~

16. Afters. says right - take the fifth complete reading
(fourth or fifth count) as the frequency judged (fj 1

17.

Now from ·!;he n1ow•i~xtreme 11

-

Middle C again.

).

-

120.

18. Now from the "high extreme 11 •
19. "High", "low", etc.
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Experiment 2.
Instructions to Subjects
1.

You will notice that attached to the keyboard in
front of you there is a finger-rest.

Note the

position of the finger-rest which at present spans
the twelve adjacent semitones from the G below
middle

a

to the F~ above.

Note also that the highest and lowest notes of this
semitone series are marked with white lines on the
panelling behind the keyss
So the extremities of the hand rest, plus the white
lines show you the range of the tones you will be
hearing and responding to.
2.

When you are asked to adopt the "ready" position,
your fingers should be placed lightly on the fingerrest with no one finger extending past the keyboard
boundary of the finger-rest.

You adopt the "ready" position before and then after
each

3.

11

trial".

A 11 trial 11 consists of a burst of white noise (which
sounds like sliding shic.gle) followed by a short
period of silence, which is followed by the stimulus

ton~ (selected at r~ndom from within the particular
12-semitone series being presented), which will
sound until you press one of the notes in the cor--renponding range on the keyboard.

This sequence of

sounds will be presented by means of the headset

122.

which I will ask you to fit shortly.

4.

Shortly, over the headset you will hear the twelve
tones corresponding to -the twelve notes on the keyboard t presented

11

trial 11 by "trial" in ascending

chromatic order and then in descending chromatic
order.
The tones (which incidentally are at International
pitch) may sound a little strange at first as they
are pure tones with no overtones.

The intervals

between each tone (that is semitone, tone, minor
third or some other interval) correspond to the
intervals of the norme,l well-tempered scale as found
on the piano keyboard.

As you hear each tone, respond by pressing the corresponding note on the keyboard as soon as possible,
using whichever finger you find most naturally suits
that note position.

So, when you hear G, press G

and then A~, then A, and so on.
Your fingers should be returned to the "ready" position after each response.
The white noise will let you know when a tone is
about to be presented.

Dontt be afraid to give the

appropriate note a good jab when you make your res-

ponse.

Remember, double forte 1 ra:ther than pianis-

simo.

As I am recording your reaction-time e.s well a.s your
accuracy in responding, it is important that you make
a re

im}JUlse

r

careful c

der-
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ation.

Try~ to think of the previous tone and

your response to it~

Try not to sing tones.

Any questions?

With the presentation of the f* above middle CI
will stop; you ma.y ask any further questions and I
will repeat the process from the ff down to the G.

Remember, ·these practice trials occur in chromatically
ascending sequence, so after you hear the first
burst of white noise, you will hear G and press it
b etc.
on the keyboard; then AV, At B,
Any further questi.ons?

Headset.

(At this juncture the subject was asked to

put on the headset).
Right, take up the "ready" position with your right
hand and wait for the fjTst burst of white noise.

5.

Right, any further questions?
We will now begin with the fW e,bove middle O moving

in semitone steps down to G.
6.

Right - now we shall begin the first series which
will consist of 10 presentations of each of the same
twelve semitones, maki~g 120 presentations in all.

Instead of presenting the tones in regular a.soending
or descending order e.s we did during the prao'tioe

trials, the tones will occur in random order, so
don't worry if some tones
than others.

seAm

to be presented. more

By the end of the 120 trials, each tone

124.

You wlll have a short break after 30 trials - a
rest after 60 trials and another short b:r.eak at 90
trials.·
Make only one resJ,onse to ea.oh tone as only o.ne

response is being recorded.
Any questions?
Right, take up the rea.dy position with your fingers

on the finger-rest and wait for the first burst of
white noise.

